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Abstract. 

The variations of the magnetic field from lightning 

discharges within the vicinity region, up to 20 km from the 

lightning paths, were investigated during the thunderstorm 

seasons of 1956-57 at four field stations outside Uppsala. 

The station» were equipped with specially constructed 

recording cathode-ray oscillographs. In 1956 there were ele¬ 

ven cathode-ray oscillographs in operation and in 1957 twelve. 

The oscillographs were connected over aperiodic ampli¬ 

fiers and integrating circuits to frame aerials shielded from 

the electric field components. The frame aerials were placed 

in horizontal, in forty-five degrees as well as in vertical 

direction to the earth's surface. 

In combination with records from the cathode-ray oscil¬ 

lographs devices for daylight photographs of the lightning 

paths were simultaneously operated. During the thunderstorm 

seasons of 1956-57 it was possible to obtain with the new 

method 146 photographs from lightning paths in daylight. 

A description of instrumental equipment, field stations, 

and investigation methods is given. 

A special investigation procedure was developed for ana¬ 

lyses of the lightning discharge mechanism in consideration 

mainly of the change and development of the paths or channels 

in life**onfng discharges. In these investigations simultaneous 

photographs of the lightning paths in combination with oscil¬ 

lograms showed to be of the highest value. An onward develop¬ 

ment of the new method is considered. 

The change in the magnetic field variation with the dis¬ 

tance from the lightning path was discussed. The interesting 

results required a continuation by simultaneous oscillogra¬ 

phic analyses from some stations located at greater distances 

than within the sensitivity range of the network of the- sta¬ 

tions now used. 

A statistical analysis of front variations and time in¬ 

tervals between multiple strokes was carried out. The results 

were limited to available data for 1956. 

Different aspects of daylight photographs were discussed 

In one case it was possible to obtain a special daylight pho- 
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tograph of a,vertical lightning path in the sensitivity range 

of the network of the stations. The recorded lightning dis¬ 

charge ignited a cowshed. From simultaneous oscillograms it 

was possible to analyse the variation feature and value of 

the igniting current which attained 50 kiloaraperes and had a 

duration of 1000 microseconds. 

A survey of the obtained research material and its 

treatment was presented during the contract period. The 

1956 thunderstorm season was characterized by a much smaller 

number of suitable observations and oscillographic records 

than the following one. From the accomplishment of the con¬ 

tract at the very end of the thunderstorm season of 1957 

followed that the very comprehensive material of this sea¬ 

son had not yet been treated. Only seme short transitory 

views and results have been mentioned in this report. 
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1. “ntroduction. 

Analysis of the discharge mechanism of lightning can 

only be carried out in the vicinity region of the lightning 

paths. From this it follows that investigations must in¬ 

volve considerable experimental difficulties. They require 

a number of outside arrangements in the form of suitably 

located field stations, equipped with aerials that capture 

as exactly as possible the electro-magnetic variations of 

the lightning discharges. The stations must be equipped with 

a large number of instruments, in the first place self-re¬ 

cording cathode-ray oscillographs, amplifiers and time cir¬ 

cuits. Ooeration of the stations requires connection to a 

local electric power supply. The chief purpose of the inves¬ 

tigations must be an analysis of the processes of the dis¬ 

charges for lightning in the vicinity of the field stations. 

It is in the nature of things that the local power supply 

will often be subjected to surges and interruptions due to 

the lightning discharges in the vicinity, and therefore 

provision must also be made for the field stations to re¬ 

ceive reserve power from their own gasoline driven AC gene¬ 

rators . 

One troublesome circumstance is due to the pure chance 

occurrence of thunderstorms in the measurement areas suitab¬ 

ly located for investigation purposes. It is found that the 

number of lightning discharges especially favourable for 

analysis may fluctuate considerably from one thunderstorm 

season to the next. Therefore, in order to ensure the great¬ 

est possible results during a thunderstorm season, great de¬ 

mands have to be imposed on the personnel charged with the 

operating of the field stations. Likewise the instrumental 

equipment must be kept well trimmed, in view of the fact 

that the loss of a thunderstorm suitable for measuring re¬ 

presents an appreciable loss of investment as regards both 

equipment and personnel. 

A special difficulty is to be found in the short dura¬ 

tion of the thunderstorm seasons. For only a few months, 

therefore, there must be engaged alongside those permanently 

employed for the research work a large number of temporary 
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assistants p who have to be quickly trained in the operative 

work at tha field stations. 

What is stated above has characterized the earlier in¬ 

vestigations of discharge properties of lightning in the vi¬ 

cinity region that were mad© possible owing to special sup¬ 

port. This was arranged through the European Office, Geo¬ 

physics Directorate of the Air Force Cambridge Research Cen¬ 

ter, Air Research and Development Command, United States Air 

Force, Brussels. A contract lio. AP 61(514)-636-0 was conclud¬ 

ed with the University of Uppsala for these researches. The 

results of this contract have been set out in an earlier 

Technical Scientific Report No. 1, see /1/ in the list of 

referencies. This report is abbreviated below to TSR 1. Here 

there will be presented a report covering a continuation of 

the investigations during the thunderstorm seasons of 1956 

and 1957, which were supported by contract No. AP 61(514)-943 

between the United States Air Po!rce, European Office, Brus¬ 

sels, Air Research and Development Command, and the Univer¬ 
sity of Uppsala. 

What is stated as characterizing the earlier investiga¬ 

tions also applies to those last carried out, which are co¬ 

vered by the present account. 

That the mechanism of lightning discharges was found to 

be extremely complicated was already apparent from the re¬ 

sults given in the earlier account in TSR 1, and this has 

been confirmed in all respects by the subsequent investiga¬ 

tions. From the experience gained in the investigations now 

reported there likewise stand out the evident advantages of 

the analysis method for the lightning discharges adapted in 

the earlier investigations. This consisted of an investiga¬ 

tion of the lightning's discharge mechanism by means of the 

variations produced by the lightning in the magnetic field. 

The strength of this method of investigation lay, among 

other things, in the fact that xt wag based on the relation 

between the lightning current'» variations and the corres¬ 

ponding variations in the magnetic field, generated around 

•..he Lightning path. If the distance between the lightning 

path and the place of observation of the magnetic field va¬ 

riations is Known, it is found, as may be seen from what 



follows, to be possible within some distance ranges to de¬ 

termine with good approximation the current intensity in 

the lightning path. 

A particular advantage with the magnetic field measu¬ 

rement method is provided also by its giving field inten¬ 

sities which, because of the frames, are fixed in direction 

along the plane of the frames. This is not least important 

in connection with a special extension and improvement of 

the analysis methods, which has already been announced in 

TSR 1. The methed is based on simultaneous photographing 

of the variations of the lightning discharges analysed by 

the cathode-ray oscillographs. This combination of simulta¬ 

neous photographing and analysing oscillographically the 

lightning discharges has been found to give valuable re¬ 

sults, and efforts have therefore been made to develop and 

improve this method of analysis still further. 

2. Instrumental equipment. 

The instrumental equipment employed during the thun¬ 

derstorm seasons of 1956-57 was more or less the same as 

that already described in TSR 1, attention to which is di¬ 

rected. In the present work only some extensions and im¬ 

provements will be described. 

In the earlier description of equipment it was stress¬ 

ed that the frequency range for the amplifiers used in the 

measurements should, if possible, be changed to a lower 

frequency, and this was done at the beginning of 1956. In 

this way there was attained full linearity with a lowest 

frequency of 5 cycles/second. The polarity change previous¬ 

ly found, for which correction had to be computed, has en¬ 

tirely disappeared from the records thanks to the altera¬ 

tion of the amplifier. 

It was of interest to analyse more closely the rap d 

variations in both the pre-discharges and the main dis¬ 

charges with a view to comparing the figures with the re¬ 

sults obtained earlier. A special cathode-ray modulator, 

multi-vibrator coupled, which gave a strong intensity on the 

recording cathode-ray oscillogram for about 50 psec has been 

designed and has provided facilities for studies in detail. 
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In the TSR 1 report referred to above, it was shown 

that the newly designed device for daylight photography of 

lightning paths offered great possibilities of development. 

Right from the first trials a certain amount of experience 

was gained of the ways in which the release devices for the 

camera shutters might be improved. It was found in the first 

trials of the device that some photographs of the lightning 

were lost. This was due to the operator in some situations 

finding difficulty in aiming the camera at the region of the 

thundercloud which was emitting lightning discharges. And 

this was mainly due to the angle range of the camera being 

too restricted. The difficulty has been overcome by setting 

up two cameras at a given angle to each other and with se¬ 

parate releases. In Pig. 1 there may be seen such an ar¬ 

rangement of two cameras with mechanical release devices. 

Beside the cameras may be seen the thyratron circuit through 

which the releases of the cameras are triggered. The elec¬ 

tronic circuit for triggering was also improved with the 

object of ensuring greater reliability, simpler adjustment, 

and quicker mechanical release. 

Pig. 1. Improved photographic device 

with two cameras and electronic cir¬ 

cuit constructed at the Institute 

for daylight photographs of light¬ 

ning paths. 

It was found desirable to achieve the shortest release 
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times possible. On the other hand, it was necessary to com¬ 

promise between quick release and mechanical stability. If 

fine adjustment were carried too far it immediately brought 

about a certain amount of instability. The time delay from 

the start of the impulse until the camera began to be re¬ 

leased amounted to 1-3 milliseconds (msec), and the actual 

release time for the camera could be brought down to app. 

8 msec, that is a total release time of app. 10' msec. This 

release time was found to be sufficiently short. This was 

evidenced by a large number of photographs which were taken 

of lightning paths with pre-discharges and which consisted 

of only one main discharge. In conjunction with the employ¬ 

ment of the photographic method it was found necessary, by 

marking of time on the oscillograph's moving film, to intro¬ 

duce a time recording controlled by the camera's photogra¬ 

phic release. 

To facilitate communication regarding time between the 

outdoor observer and the photographer magnetic tape recor¬ 

ders were introduced during the 1957 thunderstorm season. 

This method carried with it two other advantages» it was 

possible to obtain on the magnetic tape both marking of the 

time difference between lightning' discharge and thundering 

and also the variation forms for the thundering. 

In the earlier investigations, the magnetic field va¬ 

riations of the lightning had been measured with both mobile 

vertical frames and fixed horizontal frames. As the latter 

were found to be particularly sensitive to horizontal compo¬ 

nents from streamers, characterized by sloping directions to 

the earth's surface, there were introduced in 1956 mobile 

frames at an inclination of 45° to the horizontal plane. 

These were set up at the stations at Akerby and Rusbyborg. 

The special employment of these frames will be referred to 

in another connection. 

3. Field stations. 

The same field stations as were used in the investiga¬ 

tions of 1955 and which are pictured and described in TSR 1 

were also used during the 1956 thunderstorm season. The re¬ 

lative positions may be seen on Fig. 2 of the three stations, 
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Fig. 2. Sketch map of field stations 

in the vicinity of Uppsala. 

Akerby, Husljyborg, and Funbo. The great distance between 

Akerby and Funbo was in the first place due to a special 

investigation. The purpose of this was to determine whether 

the magnetic field intensities from lightning discharges 

underwent certain changes in variation form with the dis¬ 

tance. A number of recordings showing some changes of this 

kind were made in the 1956 thunderstorm season. 

With the object of obtaining if possible simultaneous 

photographic results of lightning paths from two stations, 

it was necessary to move the three stations so that they 

were nearer to each other. With this view the station at 

Akerby was moved before the 1957 thunderstorm season to a 

place named Vaksala, the other two stations were retained, 

and the network of stations thus consisted of the stations 

Husbyborg, Vaksala, and Funbo. See Fig. 2. 

Fig. '5 shows a picture of the station at Vaksala, which 

it was possible to locate in a free and open position. 

It was desirable to obtain as far as possible free and 

open fields of vision to provide for photography in daylight 

of lightning paths. With this object, towers about 10 metres 

high were constructed for the stations at Funbo and Vaksala, 

On the upper platforms of these the photographic equipment 

was placed. To guard against the danger of lightning strokes 

the towers were furnished with lightning conductors. A tower 



Pig. 3. Field station at Vaksala set 

up in 1957. 

of the type described, that for the Vaksala station, is vi¬ 

sible on Pig. 3. It was possible to make use of an existing 

tower belonging to the Swedish Defence Forces for the ïïusby- 

borg station. 

4. Investigation methods. 

In the investigations of 1956 and 1957, as in earlier 

investigations, there was employed the specially developed 

method for measurement of the magnetic field's variations 

which is designated tne H method and by which the field in¬ 

tensity H was measured. 

Previously it was the changes in the electro-magnetic 

field produced by the lightning in the vicinity region that 

were measured by means of the electric component of the field 

variation, the E method. The extensive simultaneous measure¬ 

ments /2/ which were made with this method furnished in them¬ 

selves interesting results as regards field changes, but they 

had an obvious limitation, especially where the vicinity re¬ 

gion was concerned. It turned out that the E method was par¬ 

ticularly sensitive to local disturbances. Moreover, the 

measurement results did not give the explicitness which was 

desirable. At greater distances from the lightning paths, on 

the other hand, the E method proved to be especially suitable, 

in view of the smaller demand in respect of amplification. 

The main reason for deciding to employ the H method was, 
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in the first place, as already stressed, the relation bet¬ 

ween the magnetic field variations and current intensity 

variations in the lightning path. In this case it was not 

only the question of the current intensity variations in 

the main and the partial discharges in the lightning path. 

It was just as much the question of the current intensity 

changes in the pre-discharges which were particularly im¬ 

portant for estimating the discharge process. 

Pig. 4. Measuring principle 

of frame aerial method in 

combination with cathode- 

ray oscillographs, photo¬ 

graphic cameras and time- 

marking system. 

The principle of the H method, published earlier /3/, 

is shown in Pig. 4. The frame aerial p captures the magne¬ 

tic field variations. Owing to a specially designed screen¬ 

ing device the fev, winding'turns of the frame are protected 

from the action of the electric field components in the dis¬ 

charge process. The magnetic field variations captured in 

the frame aerial circuit pass through a suitably adapted re¬ 

sistance, and they must consequently represent the first de¬ 

rivative óf the magnetic field variation or dH/dt. Where it 

is a matter of investigation of the variation structure of 

the rapid field variations a recording by the dH/dt method 

with cathode-ray oscillographs furnishes very serviceable 
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results. This applies particularly to investigations of va¬ 

riations of the front in the magnetic field intensities. 

The method has been used with advantage in earlier investi¬ 

gations. It Is of course possible though tedious to inte¬ 

grate the recorded dH/dt curves. To avoid this, the frame 

system has been provided with an integrating circuit, which 

is strengthened in a pre-amplifier, marked Pa in Pig. 4. 

This is placed close to the frame aerial. By means of a 

coaxial cable the integrating tensions are transmitted to 

the main amplifier, Ma, which is located in the field sta¬ 

tion building, in which the recording oscillographs and the 

auxiliary equipment are located. The RC-coupled main ampli¬ 

fier has a frequency response from 5 kc up to 100 kc/sec. 

The gain is adjusted in five steps from 102 to 104 

The outgoing cable system from the main amplifier 

steers three circuits: the cathode-ray modulator, M, the 

deviation plates of the CRO tubes and the thyratron cir¬ 

cuit, Tc, of the cameras. The trigger of the cameras, Ct, 

operates the mechanical release of the cameras for photo- 

graohic exposures of the lightning paths. 

The time-sweeping generator, S, is of triangular, li¬ 

near type. This is necessary in order to facilitate com¬ 

puting of the recording curves. The generator is common for 

the cathode-ray oscillographs operating in one and the same 

station on different frame aerial systems. This procedure 

is extremely convenient for the analysis of the curves. 

The time recording system, T, is common to all the 

oscillographs which are operating at a field station. The 

system consists of a clock synchronised by the Swedish 50 

cycle AC mains. By employing the same type of synchronous 

clock at all stations there is ensured a cheap and reliable 

time synchronisation for all stations operating simulta¬ 

neously. In the event one of the stations is subjected to 

interruption of the AC system, the time recording is tem¬ 

porarily ensured by a locally driven emergency clock. 

Por the computation of current variations in the light¬ 

ning path it is only possible, as shown in another connec¬ 

tion, to make use of magnetic field variations for lightning 

discharges at distances up to approximately 15 kilometres 
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distance from the recording station. This means a limitation 

of the material available for current intensity measurements. 

On the other hand, the recordings outside the limit given 

are of particular interest in judging the influence of the 

second term in the expansion equation. With regard to the 

distance from the lightning this is dealt with more particu¬ 

larly in another connection. 

In the course of 1935 there were carried out a few pre¬ 

liminary attempts at photographing the lightning paths in 

daylight at the same time as an oscillographic analysis of 

the magnetic field intensity variations of the lightning. 

Continued experiments with the combined method furnished 

such valuable results in the 1956 thunderstorm season that 

the method was further developed and applied in the 1957 

thunderstorm season. In 1956 there were 11 cathode-ray oscil¬ 

lographs and two photographic camera equipments in operation, 

and in 1957 we had 12 cathode-ray oscillographs and 3 photo¬ 

graphic camera equipments. The results with the photographic 

method could be still further improved by means of the above- 

stated location of the cameras in special towers. 

The number of oscillograms for individual lightning dis¬ 

charges recorded by the cathode-ray oscillographs during a 

thunderstorm season amounts to many thousands. Of these it 

has been possible to completely analyse only a reduced num¬ 

ber. Nevertheless, a large number of the oscillograms exclud¬ 

ed from complete analysis may be employed for statistical 

treatment. In this respect a very large number of recorded 

curves is available. With the aid of a harmonic analysator 

procured for the purpose the curve material will be analysed 

in respect of superposed rapid variations. 

The most important reason for a more comprehensive ana¬ 

lysis of the oscillograms not being possible was lack of in¬ 

formation regarding the distance of the lightning paths from 

the recording stations. Improvement in this respect has oc¬ 

curred since the photographic method with simultaneous ob¬ 

servation, from a tower was introduced. By means of magnetic 

tape recording of the time between the strokes and the fol¬ 

lowing thundering the throwing out of oscillograms suitable 

for treatment has been still further reduced. 

A still further improvement in this respect is both im- 
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portant and necessary. It must be based on entirely new 

methods which, in the event resources for the experiments 

are at disposal, should be included in a new and expanded 

investigation programme. 

5* General remarks. 

The investigations of the discharge mechanism of light¬ 

ning continued during the thunderstorm seasons of 1956-57 

have shown still more complicated discharge processes than 

had previously been found. This stands out from different 

examples given below. It is obvious that the complicated na¬ 

ture of a lightning discharge involves considerable diffi¬ 

culty for an experimental investigation. 

Ihren the initial process of the lightning discharge - 

the pre-discharge - has been found to be very much more ex¬ 

tended in respect of tine than was previously found. This 

is due to the fact that the pre-discharge must mainly take 

place inside the thundercloud, where one has to reckon on 

slow ionisation processes. This requires pre-discharge times 

of hundreds of milliseconds or msec. 

After the pre-discharge has left the cloud, durations 

of some hundreds of msec are reckoned for it. In contrast 

to these slow times for the pre-discharge' processes we have 

the discharge times for both the first lightning, or the 

main discharge, and for the succeeding partial discharges or 

multiple strokes. In these the current attains its maximum, 

or crest value in the course of a few microseconds or jisec 

while the diminution of the current down to its zero ‘value 

is a matter of a few hundred jxsec as a rule. 

The time intervals between the multiple lightning 

strokes arc; something between a few tens and a few hundreds 

milliseconds. 

As a rule, th© pre-discharge process has very low cur¬ 

rent values compared with the subsequent main and partial 

lightning discharges. There are exceptions: cases arise 

where the current amplitude of the pre-discharges is as high 

or even higher than the subsequent lightning discharges. 

It can easily be realized what experimental difficulties 

must be involved in reproducing by means of cathode-ray oscil- 
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lographic measurement methods these processes, which are 

fluctuating both in respect of time durations and of ampli¬ 

tude figures. It is obvious that a single oscillograph, in 

view of its restricted sweeping time basis and its limited 

recording facilities for fluctuating amplitudes, cannot re- 

oroduce several phases or even only a few phases in the 

fluctuating and complicated discharge process. 

It is perhaps mainly this difficulty in principle that 

has so long prevented the discharge phases of the lightning 

from receiving a complete analysis. Numerous investigators 

have contented themselves with analysing the lightning dis¬ 

charges by means of one oscillograph only. .That the result 

of such a procedure may be is obvious. 

Prom what has been stated, it follows that an exhaus¬ 

tive analysis of the complicated discharge process requires 

a number of simultaneously recording oscillographs. These 

should be installed both for different sweeping times and 

for different amplitude sensitivities. It is this principle 

regarding investigation method which prevailed both in our 

earlier investigations and in that presented here. 

One can readily understand that great demands must be 

imposed on the trimming of the instrumental equipment, it 

should record perfectly during tde brief and valuable op¬ 

portunities for observation constituted by a lightning dis¬ 

charge. Great demands must also be imposed on the judgment 

of the field station operators. They must adapt the ampli¬ 

tude sensitivity of the recording cathode-ray oscillograph 

to the amplitude variations fluctuating from one lightning 

discharge to the following ones. Poor adaptation may easily 

lead to over-sensitivity in recording with consequent spoil¬ 

ing of a valuable opportunity for observation. 

Experience showed that for the investigations so far 

carried out it was suitable to work with the following 

three sweeping times in the cathode-ray oscillographs: 0.2 

sec, 1000 psec, and 50 psec. 

The long sweeping time of 0.2 sec gives both the time 

intervals and the amplitude sequence. With the 1000 jisec 

sweeping tim° there -is obtained the field intensity varia¬ 

tion in the lightning channel. These two methods were employ¬ 

ed in ToR 1. By using 50 usee with a special circuit there 



are obtained, as already stated, the values for the rapid 

fronts. Ey coordinating the recordings from a discharge 

when the three sweeping times have been employed it is 

possible on the whole to arrive at complete reproduction 

of the entire discharge process. 

It was possible by means of the discharge processes in 

a number of lightning discharges to generalize the mechanism 

of these. But it should not be forgotten that the lightning 

discharges are characterized by an extremely fluctuating va¬ 

riation among themselves. For example, there is a noticeably 

great disoersion that arises in the current intensity of the 

lightning, in the current's variation form, a,nd in its time 

duration. One is therefore compelled to reconstruct the va¬ 

riation properties of the separate lightning discharges. 

With a sufficient extensive experimental material it should 

be possible to establish a few more common variation types. 

On the other hand, as regards some details, a well arranged 

statistical analysis can be of great value. 

A complete survey of the extremely fluctuating lightning 

discharge phenomena can only be attained in the event a com¬ 

prehensive experimental material is available. It is this 

principle which has always constituted the basis 0f the in¬ 

vestigations carried out so far and here dealt with. 

As was stated earlier, great importance has been attach¬ 

ed to taking daylight exposure photographs of the lightning 

paths simultaneously and side by side with the oscillographic 

analysis if possible. In the first place, these photographs 

provide a better documentation than visual observations of a 

lightning path. It will be seen later that photography of a 

lightning path that is oscillographically analysed at the 

same time can furnish supplementary information rega-dMg 

the extent of the lightning path and its alteration di^in* 

different phases of the discharge process. In this way it is 

possible to obtain more comprehensive information concerning 

the rôle played by the different lightning channels in the 

discharge process. One may also obtain valuable information 

concerning the movements of charges inside the dischar~e -t 
gion. 

One question 01 interest is the change of the magnetic 

field intensity variations with the distance from the light- 
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ning path. The ehort distance between the field stations 
during the observation period was not particularly conve

nient for such an investigation. Such an investigation must 
be carried out with different arrangements as regards dis

tance between the stations. Nevertheless, some interesting 
cases were obtained with the distances used between the 
stations. Examples of some cases of interest will be given 

below.

In the two thunderstorm seasons covered by the contract 
the number of curves particularly suited for treatment a- 
aounted during 1956 to about 1900 and during 1957 to about 
7000. Of these, the recordings of 1956 have been drawn with 
magnifying apparatus and are ready for further analysis. The 
curve material for the 1957 season, owing to the short tine 
available since t>ie termination of the contract, have not 
yet been made ready. For further information see chapter 13.

The number of photographs of lightning exposed in day

light was in the first contract year 38 with about 250 oscil

lograms recorded at the same time and in the second year 108 
with about 600 simultaneous oscillograms. Besides these com

bined measurements there is an extensive oscillographic ma

terial which is particularly suited for treatment of special 
details. Tn general, the available and extensive oscillogra- 
nhic material will require considerable time for a tolerable 

amount of treatment.
Tn the course of the contract period four publications, 

/4, 5, 6, 7/, attached to this report, have been issued.
"hey have all been compiled as a result of the investiga

tions at Uppsala sponsored by the Air Force.

6. Special investigation methods for the channels of light

ning.

•^ome of the oscillograms of lightning discharges with 
complicated variation forms require S’'ecial explanation. The 
first lightning discharge in an active region of the thunder

cloud has been r'ound to initiate secon iary lightning dis

charges before the discharge nas yet terminated. These secon

dary discharges may have their course tn ouite a different di

rection of '^ath from that of the original lightning. This is
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quíte explainable from a physical viewpoint. 

It is not very uncommon in the part of the thundercloud 

that is active for discharges for there to arise assemblies 

of charges with accompanying field intensities that are high. 

These regions will lie as often as not on the edge of the 

start of a discharge - thus they are in a labile state. These 

charge assemblies with their high field intensities often lie 

in regions which border on regions where the field current 

has already attained an intensity high enough for starting 

the first lightning discharge. In such situations it occurs 

that the labile regions are momentarily affected by the field 

change issuing from the first discharge. The result is a mo¬ 

mentary release of secondary discharges, which in some cases 

follow quite a different direction of path than the first 

discharge which initiated the discharge process. As is known, 

it is a simple matter to start discharges by means of charged 

laboratory circuits with a rapid field change momentarily im¬ 

posed from outside. From the physical viewpoint there is no¬ 

thing to exclude the supposition that similar processes must 

take place inside regions of the thundercloud that are active 

and labile for discharges. From what has bee»!stated in this 

connection it is easy to realize what complicated problems 

erise when it is a matter of investigating in a thundercloud 

region active for discharges the various charge movements and 

the directions of path caused by them. 

All the same, it has been found that simultaneous measure¬ 

ments of the magnetic field current variations of the lightning 

discharges in three planes in which frame aerials are set up 

provide possibilities for a method of analysis for determina¬ 

tion of the direction of lightning paths. The method is ex¬ 

plained by means of Fig. 5. According to this the frames are 

set up in the following three planes in relation to the earth's 

surface: in the vertical (v), at 45° (v45), An the horizontal 

(h). According to what has been stated in another connection 

induction from a lightning discharge generates field inten¬ 

sity variations in the three frames. Owing to the arrangement 

of the frames, it is possible to utilise the figures for the 

field intensity in the different frames for determination of 

the direction of the lightning path which generates the in¬ 

duction. 
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Fig. 5. Frame aerials in three 

angles to earth's surface used 

in orientation of lightning 

channels. 

A lightning discharge, for instance that designated by 

a in Fig. 5, induces the highest field intensity in the ver¬ 

tical frame (v), lower in 45° frame (v45), and lowest in the 

horizontal frame (h). \ subsequent lightning discharge in 

the same path - e.g. a partial discharge or a multiple stroke - 

should if it has the same direction as the first discharge, 

give the same relation conditions for the different field in¬ 

tensities in the frames. In that way it is possible to check 

the direction of path for multiple discharges coming one af¬ 

ter the other. If suddenly there occurs a different direction 

of path, for instance the path b in Fig. 5, the relative fi¬ 

gures between the field intensities are changed in the dif¬ 

ferent frames. 

An alteration of current direction in the path, thus 

from cloud to earth or the reverse, makes itself apparent by 

different polarity in the field intensities recorded. 

The cases stated deal with the discharges in lightning 

paths, the first discharge or the main discharge and the 

following partial discharges or, as they are sometimes denot¬ 

ed, the multiple strokes. The method of analysis may also be 

employed for the current paths which characterize pre-dis¬ 

charges. In this there appears an e perimental difficulty 

due to the current values of the pre-discharges being most 

often appreciably weaker than for main and partial discharges. 
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In these cases the difficulty may be avoided by recording 

the pre-discharges with oscillographs having greater sensi¬ 

tivity than for the main discharges. On the other hand, this 

most often means that the subsequent main and partial dis¬ 

charges are spoiled by over-sensitivity in recording. In 

such casos the only solution is for the latter discharges to 

be recorded with separate oscillographs set for lower ampli¬ 

tude sensitivity. The investigations so far carried out have 

not permitted such doubling of recording cathode-ray oscillo¬ 

graphs. Consequently it is only in a small number of cases 

that, in spite of only one cathode-ray oscillograph being 

connected to.each frame, there have nevertheless been ob¬ 

tained simultaneous recordings for both the pre-discharges 

and subsequent discharges in the main lightning path. 

In order to utilise to the full the above-described me¬ 

thod of analysis it is necessary .to study by a special method 

the series sequence of discharges following one on the other 

in the same lightning path. This applies both to the inter¬ 

vals of time between the partial strokes and to their ampli¬ 

tude. Results obtained with such a method have been publish¬ 

ed /5/. 

The special analysis method described above does not ne¬ 

cessarily require that the lightning patha should be accompa¬ 

nied by daylight photographs. But on the other hand, these 

considerably facilitate the analysis and at the same time 

constitute a much-needed documentation. None the less it is 

worth mentioning that not all photographs of lightning dis¬ 

charges with associated oscillograms are suitable for treat¬ 

ment according to the special analysis method described. The 

method is for treating and analysing cases where several 

discharges occur in the lightning paths. Moreover the method 

requires that the oscillograms are taken at such a distance 

from the lightning paths that the oscillograms have not gone 

over to the changed variation form which is typical for at¬ 

mospherics. Consequently one must count on a certain amount 

of loss of lightning discharges particularly suited for treat¬ 

ment according to the method described. But even a small num¬ 

ber of cases furnish valuable information and perspectives 

about the complicated nature of a lightning discharge. 
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7. Special analyses of the lightning discharge mechanism, 

mn £ hi o o e "i vti h a b i ov * e 
The special analysis method described in the preceding 

.chapter has been applied to a number of lightning discharges 

.recorded by both the photographic and the oscillographic me¬ 

thod. The results given here are only from the thunderstorm 

season of 1956. In all probability the material from the 

1957 thunderstorm season comprises very many more cases than 

those which were found analysable during 1956. This is due 

to the greater number of daylight photographs and the simul¬ 

taneous oscillograms that were yielded by the 1557 thunder¬ 

storm season. As stated in another connection, it has not 

yet been possible to treat this extensive material. 
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Pig. 6. Oscillograms from two frame 

aerials showing 8 partial discharg¬ 

es with corresponding time inter¬ 

vals. The last discharge v/ith re¬ 

versed polarity. 

In Pig. 6 there are reproduced oscillograms of a light¬ 

ning discharge which consists of 8 partial discharges, of 

which the 7 first have negative polarity. This means, there¬ 

fore, transfer of negative charge downwards to earth. The 

last discharge, on the contrary, shows positive polarity, 

and the current proceeds in the opposite direction. The 

times between the discharges are shown at the bottom left 

of Fig. 6. All the discharges have the same type of varia¬ 

tion with steep fronts and comparatively slow return to 

their lowest values. The variation form belongs to a common 
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type and ie characterized by great regularity. In Pig. 7 

there Is given a daylight photograph of the discharge. The 

picture shows a long lightning path at approximately 45° to 

the horizontal. The join in the middle is due to the light¬ 

ning having been taken in both cameras of the photographic 

device. 

Pig. 7. Daylight photograph of light¬ 

ning, oscillograms given in Pig. 6. 

The oscillograms according to Pig. 6 were made simul¬ 

taneously on both à vertical and a 45° frame. The amplitude 

relations are given in the table of Pig. 8. Prom this it 

may be seen that the 7 first discharges followed the channel 

V e t1#®« 
'ï* 57’07’ 

Pig. 8. Amplitude relations and 

lightning paths located from 

lightning in Pig. 7. 
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which ia given by the photograph in Pig. 7, whereas the last, 

coming 54 msec later, proceeded in another direction up into 

the clond, as is illustrated in Pig. 8. This must be taken 

as a consequence of a disturbance of the charge baJ nee and 

‘thereby an alteration in the field current distribution in 

the cloud. 

The intervals of time between the partial discharges a- 

mount to 3, 1.5* 4, 11, and 37 msec. The first are unusually 

short, whereas the two last are of more common type. What 

appears to be special for this lightning according to the 

photograph in Fig. 7 is its long length, which is uncommon 

for lightning discharges between cloud and earth. A note¬ 

worthy feature is also the short duration of the partial 

discharges. 

Pig. 9. Daylight ohotograph 
of lightning containing two 

channels. 

In Pig. 9 there is given a lightning photograph show¬ 
ing two channels, one running between cloud and earth and 

the other between different parts of the cloud. The corres¬ 

ponding oscillograms may be seen on Fig. 10, from which it 

may be concluded that three discharges followed one on the 

other. The first is of the usual type with characteristic 

steep front, whereas the other two are characterized by the 

charges being pumped into the channel in jerks. Compared with 
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Pig. 10. Oscillograms of 5 dis¬ 
charges in lightning of Pig. 9. 

the discharges according to Pig. 6 the difference is very 

striking. The case shows what extremely variable discharge 

processes we have to deal with from case to case. The oscil¬ 

lograms made comprise recordings on vertical frame (v), 45° 

frame (v45) and horizontal frame (h) at the Akerby station. 

At the Husbyborg station the recording comprises the verti¬ 

cal frame (v). The last partial discharge is lacking for 

this frame, owing to the cathode-ray oscillograph being set 

for too low sensitivity. The intervals of time between the 

discharges amounted to 8 and 228 msec. 

As there is simultaneous recording on several frames in 

different planes it is possible to decide which discharges 

followed the different channels. The amplitude relations 

between the frames, vertical/horizontal and vertical/450 

respectively, are given in the table in Pig. 11. It is ob¬ 

vious that the first and second partial discharges follow 

the same channel, that at the right of the photograph. Fur¬ 

ther evidence that these two first discharges followed the 

same channel is provided by the relation between the field 

intensity figures of the vertical and the horizontal frames 

being about double compared with corresponding figures for the 
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Pig. 11. Field force relations 

between frames as caused by 

lightning of Fig. 9. Estimated 

direction of paths. 

last partial discharge. Even the polarity change in the last 

discharge indicates that this is bound to another channel. 

The discharge process may be conceived as having the 

course shown in Pig. 11. With an interval of 8 msec, two dis¬ 

charges pass according to a and b in Fig. 11. By this the 

field distribution is altered in such a way that after 228 

msec there occurs a discharge solely in the cloud according 

to sketch c in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 12. Daylight photograph 

of vertical lightning path. 
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Pig* 13. Oscillograms from 

the lightning in Fig. 12. 

In Fig. 12 there is shown a channel the visible length 

of which amounts only to about 1000 metres. In Fig. i^ a 

survey is given of the oscillographic field variations caus¬ 

ed by this lightning discharge. The discharge opens with 

two positive pre-discharges with 13 msec difference of time. 

After 55 msec a main discharge starts, consisting of two 

current impulses one after the other, with a difference of 

175 jisec between them. The recordings for the Akerby station 

ere best edapted for taking out the relation figure vert/450 

and it is found from these that the pre-discharges and the 

first part of the main discharge, Ha, followed the same 

channel, with the development of the second part of the main 

discharge, Hb, a change in the relation figure sets in, 

which indicates a change in direction of channel. From the 

polarity it is seen that it is a matter of a negative charge 

which is being moved from cloud to earth. 

The discharge may thus be conceived as proceeding in 

the way outlined in Pig. 14. Two negative charge volumes 

are located as shown by the sketch, and the main discharge 

starts from the region a. After the main discharge has been 
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Pig. 14. Oscillogram of lightning 

in Pig. 12 outlined with paths. 

proceeding for 175 fxsec the pre-discharges from the charge 

at b have reached the channel already completely formed and 

a lengthened channel partly in the same direction is formed. 

The difference in the relation figures indicates the change 

in direction. 

Pig. 15. Daylight photograph of 

typical horizontal lightning. 

Pig. 15 shows the photograph of a horizontal lightning 

path, which owing to its great length has not all come into 
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the camera's field of vision. The outdoor observer has only 

noted a horizontal channel for this lightning discharge. It 

may therefore be taken that the lightning lacks branches to 

earth. The lightning channel's length on the photograph 

amounts to about 2.5 kilometres, too low a figure, seeing 

that the lightning is at an inclination in relation to the 

camera's plane. There is another possibility of determining 

the length of the lightning discharge, by means of distance 

determinations from the three stations, which amounted to 

8 km for Punbo, 1 km for Husbyborg, and 6.5 km for Akerby. 

On the basis of these particulars the length, which must be 

at least 5 km, has been drawn in on the map in Pig. 16. The 

height of the lightning above the ground ia about 1.2 km. 

Pig. 16. Length of horizontal 

lightning in Pig. 15 as calcu¬ 

lated by distance observations. 

Here we have a typical horizontal lightning discharge 

and the simultaneous oscillographic recordings for the 

lightning ere given in Fig. 17. It is found that it con¬ 

sisted of 7 partial discharges, of which 5 have positive 

polarity and 4 negative. The polarity changes are very pro¬ 

nounced on all the recordings. The oscillograms show very 

regular variation forms throughout for the partial discharg¬ 

es coming one after the other, with steep fronts and there¬ 

fore slowly diminishing values. 

To provide further check of the discharge process, a 
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Pig. 17. fscillogrems of horizontal 

lightning reproduced in Pig. 15. 
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Pig. 13. Survey and curve 

forms from lightning in 

Pig. 15 with evidence that 

partial discharges have 

passed in the same channel. 

survey of curve forms and amplitudes is given in Fig. 18. 

In this there is also given the relation figure for the 

frames vert/45° and, within the limit of accuracy applicable 
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in. this cene, the figures are equal, which is evidence that 

the partial discharges have passed in the same channel - 

the horizontal lightning path. 

Particularly noteworthy is the polarity fluctuation 

for the different partial discharges. Further the discharge 

occurring after 126 msec, with steep front and greater du¬ 

ration than the other partial discharges, is especially 

striking. One gets the impression that the partial discharg¬ 

es with the lower amplitudes may rather be looked upon as 

pre-discharges. 

This is the first time opportunity has been available 

to investigate oscillographica!ly a typical horizontal light¬ 

ning discharge, and the result proves the great value as re¬ 

gards analysis of having at disposal at the same time both 

simultaneous oscillographic recordings and documentation by 

photographic exoosure. The result of detailed analysis of a 

typical horizontal lightning discharge is unique in the high¬ 

est degree, and future analyses of similar discharge pro¬ 

cesses are awaited with interest. 

The examples given in this chapter show that there has 

been found a supplementary method for the study of the mecha¬ 

nism of lightning discharges. With this method it has been 

possible to follow some phases of development in a lightning 

discharge, which were not previously known. There is good 

reason for applying and developing the analysis method on a 

mere connrehensive material than has hitherto been available. 

It may be supposed that the extensive material not yet treat¬ 

ed from the 1957 thunderstorm season will furnish extensive 

and supplementary results. 

8. Oscillographic records of special interest. 

As will have been seen from the above, it is only for 

a limited number of lightning discharges that it has been 

possible to apply the analysis method according to chapter 6. 

In the other plentiful material from the 1956 investigations 

there are numerous lightning discharges, the analysis of 

which is of interest from other points of view. It has been 

found advisable to give examples of such lightning discharg¬ 

es as special cases. 
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Pig. 19. Daylight Photograph of a 

lightning between cloud and earth 

with branches running laterally. 

In Pig. 19 there is reproduced a photograph of a light¬ 

ning discharge between cloud and earth with pronounced hori¬ 

zontal branchings running laterally. The length of the 

lightning path, following a curved direction down to earth 

measured in the photograph's plane, is about 1700 metres. 

The distance between the two extreme points of the branches 

going horizontally and laterally has been measured as about 

?400 metres, a figure that is too low, as the branches form 

angles to the plane of the photograph. A stereoscopic pic¬ 

ture by photography from two stations would have been de¬ 

sirable in this case. It appears that the stretch in horizon¬ 

tal lateral directions is considerably greater than the more 

vertical part of the lightning path. 

In Fig. 20 there is given an oscillogram of the light¬ 

ning discharge, which was taken at 20 km distance from the 

ightning path. According to the oscillogram the lightning 

discharge consisted of two discharges in the same path with 

e 36 msec difference of time between them. Comparison of the 

twc discharges shows the most striking difference in ^r-a- 

tion type. 

The first discharge was initiated by a very pronounced 

pr«-discharge process in some parts with marked superposi¬ 

tions of a more rapid variation type, with forms such as 

lave been described earlier /4/. What is remarkable is the 
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Fig. 20. Oscillogram of lightning 

in Fig. 19 with pronounced pre- 

discharges and bipolar variation 

feature of main discharge. 

Fig. 21. Daylight photograph of 

curved lightning with its lower 

part vertical. 

high amplitudes at the beginning of the pre-discharge. This 

is followed by a strong, partly over-sensitive main dis¬ 

charge. This is succeeded by another discharge with much 

lower amplitude and of ordinary aperiodic variation type. 

The main discharge is of a pronounced bipolar type, cha¬ 

racteristic of an aperiodic lightning discharge transforma- 
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tion to bipolar type with the distance from the lightning 

oath, a question that will be referred to later. There is 

reason to ask: why the second discharge s aperiodic varia¬ 

tion form has not been influenced to anything like the sane 

extent. 

Fig. 21 shows a photograph of a very simple discharge 

between cloud and earth. In this case also the sole main 

discharge passing in the lightning path is preceded by a 

characteristic pre-discharge with comparatively high ampli¬ 

tude. The interesting feature in this case, see Fig. 22, is 

HuMytrarg 
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Pig. 22. Oscillogram of lightning 

in Pig. 21 with pronounced pre¬ 

discharges, its main discharge 

with disposition to polarity 

change. 

that the main discharge shows a disposition to polarity 

change, in spite of the fact that the distance between the 

measuring point and the lightning path was 9 km. In the case 

treated in Fig. 20 the distance between the lightning path 

pnd the observation point was more than double, or 20 km. 

In the region where the amplitude of the discharge dimi¬ 

nishes there may be seen a slight tendency to superposed va¬ 

riation. This also occurs in the other weaker discharge in 

Fig. 20. 

Besides the recordings where at the same time as the 

oscillograms daylight photographs were successfully exposed, 

there was obtained in the 1956 thunderstorm season a very 
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extensive and interesting cbs^r-mtion material consisting 

solely of oscillograms. Ao m earlier investigations of which 

examples are given in T3R 1, this new material presents in¬ 

teresting aspects as regards the extremely fluctuating va¬ 

riation properties of the lightning discharges. Some few 

cases from this extensive material will be given here. 

Particularly interesting are the oscillographic inves¬ 

tigations comprising time sequence for multiple strokes and 

the simultaneously analysed variation structure of the indi¬ 

vidual discharges. 

Pig. 23. Oscillograms of four multiple 

discharges, the two last with long du¬ 

ration. 

Pig. 23 gives a case with multiple strokes, four dis¬ 

charges being developed in the same lightning path. The two 

first discharges follow on each other with a difference in 

time of only 10 msec. Characteristic of these two first 

discharges is their regular variation form and their short 

duration of about 100 jisec. After a comparatively long in¬ 

terval of 135 msec come two discharges with long duration 

of 900 and 1000 ^isec respectively. These two partial dis¬ 

charges have quite a different variation structure from the 

first two. Their irregular variation form shows that during 

the actual discharge process considerable fluctuations in 

field intensity occur, in other words in the current course. 

This may be explained to some extent by the resistance for 

some reason being momentarily increased in some part of the 

discharge channel. Another explanation assumes a constant 
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resistance in the channel the whole time and that the in¬ 

creases have their cause in current impacts which from time 

to time are fed into the channel from adjacent charge accu¬ 

mulations. 

M___in_Ljs* mm» 
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Pig. 24. Oscillograms of three multiple 

discharges, the last passed in a diffe¬ 

rent channel. 

Another case with three multiple strokes is given in 

Pig. 24. In this case the Intervals of time between the 
» 

partial discharges are of such long duration as 700 and 

470 msec respectively. Characteristic for all the three 

discharges are the steep fronts and the irregular varia¬ 

tion forms in general. By means of the analysis method used 

in chapter 6 it has been possible to establish that in this 

case the third discharge has, like the two first, passed in 

a different channel. Inadequate daylight photography at the 

same time prevented decision as to the positions of the 

channels. 
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Pig. 25. Time intervals of ten multiple 

lightning discharges with extremely long 

total duration, explained by discharges 

in different channels. 
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In exceptional cases the lightning discharges may ex

tend over a second or a little longer time. An example of 
such a prolonged discharge time is furnished by the time 
sequence in Pig, 25. In a case like this the discharge me

chanism is extremely complicated and probably made up of 
several char_nels, which have among themselves many partial 
discharges. The superposition of discharges in the cathode- 
rey oscillograph's oscillograms has made it impossible to 
follow the discharges with certainty.

The examples treated in this chapter represent merely 
a small part of the cases which may be picked out for more 
thorough treatment from the extensive material acquired 
during the 1956 thunderstorm season.

9. Changes in magnetic field variations \yith distance.

Prom many points of view it is of interest to investi

gate the field intensity variations with distance from the 
lightning path. As stated in another connection, the short 
distances between the field stations made them not particu

larly well suited for such an investigation. A different 
distribution between the stations would be required for 
this. All the same, some cases cf interest were obtained, 
"^hese, which will be described in some de'ta;.! below, were 
all obtained by recording witn vertical fram.es.

Tt may be of interest to consider in this report two 
cases where the distance to the lightning path from the 
two stations was practically the same. These cases are re

produced in Fig. 26 and Pig. 27. For one of the stations, 
Husbyborg, the distance to the lightning path was 4 km and 
for the other, Akerby, it was 6 km. The curves given in 
Pig. 26 represent a typical pre-discharge process - the 
succeeding main discharge was found to be quite over-deviat

ed in recording and could not therefore be reproduced. Cn 
the whole, the two pre-discharges shov/ agreement between the 
stations as regards variation structure. On the other hand, 
the amplitude is lowered where the distance to the lightning 
path is greater. In Pig. 27 there is given another lightning 
discharge which occurred during the same thunderstorm, a 
little later and with the same distances from the two sta-
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Fig. 26. Oscillograms of typical 

pre-discharges from lightning 

with practically the same dis¬ 

tance to recording stations. 

pm. i.t'wse 

Fig. 27. Oscillograms of 

typical pre-discharges 

with high amplitudes fol¬ 

lowed by main discharge 

with low amplitude. Dis¬ 

tance to stations the 

same as in Fig. 26, 
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tions. In this case also pronounced pre-discharges took 

place with on the '"/hole good agreement between them. The 

main discharge coming afterwards has strikingly low ampli¬ 

tude and only a slight tendency to change in quasi-periodi¬ 

cal direction. 

7.81956 

16^5611106 s 

0 

Pig. 28. Oscillograms from 

two stations showing tran¬ 

sition with distance to 

bipolar type. 

In Pig. 28 there is shown a simultaneous recording from 

the Ikerby and Funbo stations, with distances between the 

lightning path and the stations of 13 1cm and 19 km respecti¬ 

vely. The station nearest the lightning path, Akerby, shows 

a typical unipolar ordinary variation type, while the great¬ 

er distance to the lightning path for the Punbo station gave 

rise to a pronounced bipolar quasi-periodical variation form. 

An example, consisting of three multiple discharges re¬ 

corded at the Husbyborg and Funbo stations is given in Pig. 

29. The difference in time between the two discharges fol¬ 

lowing the first discharge are 93 and 77 nsec respectively. 

In this case it was not possible to measure the distances 

to the lightning path but judging from the field intensity 

variations the Funbo station had the shortest distance. In 
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Fig. 29. Oscillograms from two 

stations, three multiple light¬ 

ning discharges, all at the 

most distant station, with 

marked transition to bipolar 

variation. 

the first discharge, which has the highest amplitude, the 

transformation to bipolar variation type has already set in 

at the Funbo station, whereas the two succeeding discharges 

are still aperiodical. At the Husbyborg station, which has 

the greater distance to the lightning path, a transformation 

to bipolar variation has already set in for all three dis¬ 

charges. 

Transformation with distance in a case where it was 

possible to follow the change at three stations and for 

which the distances to the lightning path were known is 

exemplified by Fig. 30. For the Akerby station the discharge 

variation is of a type common to lightning discharges. On 

account of the short distance of 6 km to the lightning path 

the field intensity happened to be over-recorded. Even at 

11 km distance, that applying to the Husbyborg station, the 

discharge has been transformed to bipolar type. This has 

still further gone over to a marked quasi-periodical varia¬ 

tion type with the discharge reaching the distance of the 

Funbo station, 25 km from the lightning path. The magnetic 
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Pig, 30. Oscillograms of 

lightning from three sta¬ 

tions with marked tran¬ 

sition to bipolar varia¬ 

tion with increasing dis¬ 

tance. 

field intensity variation has therefore a-t this last dis¬ 

tance gone over to the variation form which as regards 

lightning discharges goes under the general designation of 

atmospherics, or in its abbreviation spherics. 

When dealing with the transformation, with the distance 

of lightning discharges, which are typically aperiodic at 

the source, we must obviously consider the influence on the 

variation forms of reflections by ionospheric layers. Here 

it has not been discussed to what extent this effect has 

influenced on the transformations exemplified in the pre¬ 

ceding figures. Such an investigation will be carried out 

in detail when a more extended amount of oscillograms will 

be available for analysis. 

It is well-known, that the variations of lightning in the 

form of atmospherics have been subjected to a great deal of 

research in various quarters. The mors or less marked tran¬ 

sition of the lightning discharges to quasi-periodical 
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courses with distance has, in the treatment of such investi¬ 

gations, led to the atmospherics being given the generally 

accepted designation of wave forms of atmospherics. 

In some quarters, on the basis of the variation forms 

of atmospherics it is a question in some cases of distances 

up to thousands of kilometres from the source of distur¬ 

bance. Aitérants have been made to draw conclusions regard¬ 

ing the variation forms of the lightning discharges deve¬ 

loped at the source. In view of the fluctuating aspect of 

the transition forms, of which only a few examples have 

been given above, it may be seen how indefinite such a me¬ 

thod of arriving at conclusions may be. 

In this connection it may be stated that there exists 

in Sweden an investigation that has been carried out /8/ in 

which with the aid of two stations at 570 km distance and 

using simultaneous oscillograms the forms of variation for 

atmospherics were investigated. In that case it was a ques¬ 

tion of atmospherics at both small and great distances. The 

investigetion furnished more than clear evidence of the 

difficulties of attempts at estimating the variation forms 

of the lightning at the actual source, on the basis of cor¬ 

responding variation forms in atmospherics at a great dis¬ 

tance. 

As is known, there are possibilities of computing theo¬ 

retically, by means of the variations of the magnetic field 

from a lightning path, the changes with the distance from 

the source. Examples of the method have been given in two 

publications /8/, /2/, the first of which is included in 

TSR 1. The simplest case is represented by a straight verti¬ 

cal lightning path. There is an observation point at the 

distance d from the lightning path; this distance must be 

greater than the length of the lightning path. If c desig¬ 

nates the velocity of light for the magnetic field force H 

in C.G.S. units, we get the equation: 

H + 
1 2h dl 

c d dt 
(1). 

In respect of the varying values applying both to the light¬ 

ning current I and to its first derivative with time, the 

equation (1) should rather be considered as a guide. 
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According to the experimental experience assembled, 

which has already been documented in TSR 1, the variation 

aspects which the lightning discharges are found to possess 

in the vicinity region are extremely fluctuating. It ap¬ 

pears therefore that it is not possible at present to pe¬ 

netrate further into the problem of variation with distance 

by means of theoretical computations. Consequently it is 

still necessary to continue with experimental investiga¬ 

tions of the variation changes of the lightning discharges 

with distance. It will only be after such are available in 

sufficient numbers that quite another background for a 

theoretical analysis will have been obtained. 

10. Statistical analysis. 

The great dispersion in the various measurement fi¬ 

gures which have come out in investigations of the varia¬ 

tion properties of the lightning discharges makes a statis¬ 

tical analysis a necessity. As the oscillographic material 

for 1956 is ready for statistical analysis, while the cor¬ 

responding oscillographic material for 1957 is not yet in 

the state required for treatment, a really extensive sta¬ 

tistical treatment must be deferred to a later date. For 

this reason, there have only been include'd in this report 

some few statistical results from 1956 that are of special 

interest. 

p ♦ Zr£ni vs^iati-ons^ 

As has been stated, there was designed for the study 

of the fronts of lightning discharges a special device e- 

specially adapted for analysis of the fronts of the dis¬ 

charges. The method was intended in the first place for stu¬ 

dy of the fronts of main and partial discharges together - 

that is multiple strokes. Tt was found that, besides this 

nirpose. the method enabled recording of the fronts of pre- 

i ischarges to be made, ho fewer than about 100 such have 

seen analysed. \s regards ":'ront variation for multiple 

trokes .re extensive .raterial was also examined in respect 

if the special variation ‘’arms of the front. "rt should be 

stated that the frontal time comprised in the analysis co- 
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▼era the tiae from th* start of the current right up to the 
moment when its maximum value was reached.
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Fig. 51. Statistical analysis 
of frontal tines.

In '='ig. 51 there is given the statistical result of 
the front analysis, 'cccrding to Fig. 31 the most frequent

ly occurring frontal times for main and partial discharges 
amount to times varying between 5 psec and 20 |xsec. The 
agreement must be considered as very good when compared 
with the results published in T3R 1 and in another worh /9/. 
The more so as the results were obtained by a different me

thod. In such a ccm’iarison. fiere must always be expected 
some differences due to the great dis-ersion in the varia

bility cf t*^e lightning discharges. It will he seen from 
■^ig. 31 that t'^e frontal tines for pre-discharges are short

er ell the way through than for multiple strokes. This is 
related to the fact that the pre-discharges are made up of 
considerebly shorter spark lengths than the long spark paths 
that characterize main and partial discharges in the light

ning paths.

At the bottom of Fig. 31 a statistical distribution is
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given of the different types characterizing the frontal va¬ 

riation. It is the type 1 far to the left that is predomi¬ 

nant, and the others are mainly to be regarded as variants 

of it. This applies especially to type 2, for which the 

clear inflexion at the beginning of the discharge is ex¬ 

plained by the fact that it always takes some tine for the 

break through, initiated by the pre-discharge for the rain 

channel, to reach its final stage. To a smaller extent the 

inflexion may also be detected for type 1. In calculating 

the frontal times for the two first types of variations the 

weaker rise in the current at the start of the front has 

been included in the total frontal tire. Thereby the tire 

has been lengthened a little, and this rust be considered 

when cornering it with the frontal tines stated in earlier 

works . 

The third variation -tyre with jerky rises in the cur¬ 

rent to the highest value is very interesting but uncommon. 

nhe fourth uncommon type with a straight rise of the front 

reauires a very extensive ionisation in the lightning s 

channel region. 

X 

Pig. 32. Difference in 

frontal times between 

first and second dis¬ 

charge in lightning. 
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It is of interest to investigate whether there is in a 

lightning discharge a tendency for the first discharge in 

the path to show longer frontal time than that immediately 

following. An example of the result of such an investiga¬ 

tion is shown in Fig* 32. It will he seen from this that the 

first discharge has a longer frontal time than that coming 

next in order in the lightning path. The physical explana¬ 

tion of the difference is evident. The first discharge must' 

build up ionisation in the channel. After the first light¬ 

ning has passed the channel the ionisation persists for a 

certain time, in some cases one must count on so long a re¬ 

combination time in the channel as many msec. In addition, 

there is the well-known fact that the pre-discharge process 

with subsequent discharges is quite different m comparison 

with the first discharge in the channel. 

b. Time_interval8_between_multij)le discharges^ 

In the earlier report, TSR 1, there was described a 

new method for determining the time intervals between dis¬ 

charges following one on the other in the lightning channel. 

Owing to the small number of suitable thunderstorms the mea¬ 

surements first carried out were few in number. A supple¬ 

ment has therefore been made with the aid of the more plen¬ 

tiful material obtained in 1956. The statistical compila¬ 

tion of this is given in Fig. 33. On the whole the agree¬ 

ment is good compared with the distribution of the inter¬ 

vals as given in TSR 1. It should however be noted that the 

number of intervals of shorter duration is appreciably great¬ 

er in Fig. 33 than appeared from the earlier material. The 

longest time intervals, though rare, lie around 250 msec in 

the new material. 

When investigating time intervals for multiple strokes 

care must be taken that the measurements really do comprise 

lightning discharges which passed in the same channel. If 

such a check is not made, quite misleading results may be 

obtained.'For checking that the lightning discharges accord¬ 

ing to Fig. 33 did follow the same channel, the method stat¬ 

ed in chapter 7 was-used with advantage. On going through 

the whole material of discharges suited for analysis it was 

found that one obtained a number of cases with lightning dis- 
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Fig. 33. Statistical analysis 

of time intervals between 

discharges in the seme chan¬ 

nel . 

t 

Fig. 34. Statistical analysis of 

time intervals between discharges 

in different channels. 

charges in different channels. These discharges were built 

up, as stated earlier in another conreetlon, by a lightning 
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discharge initiating secondary discharges in its immediate 

surroundings in the thund-icloud. In such cases, the dis¬ 

chargee proceed in separate channels, but arise in compara¬ 

tively short time intervals. 

The method stated in chapter 7 has also been employed 

for analysis of the time intervals for such lightning dis¬ 

charges in separate channels and in Pig. 34 the result will 

be found. It appears that the longest intervals measured 

amount to 1.6 msec. Values greater than 500 msec are compa¬ 

ratively rare, Most striking is the large number of short 

time intervals around 50 to 100 msec, which is evidence that 

a rapid initiating of secondary lightning discharges often 

occurs. 

11. Interesting daylight photographs of lightning discharges. 

In the thunderstorm season of 1957 it was possible to 

photograph 108 lightning discharges in daylight at the field 

stations. Interesting results are anticipated among these 

when the treatment is available of the oscillographic results 

for the same times. It is considered of interest, however, to 

reproduce here a small number of these recordings. In Pig. 

35-38,four photographs are given. The first, Pig. 35, shows 

a lightning with several branches. This type is not uncommon 

in the extensive material. In passing, it may be mentioned 

that this lightning was accompanied by typical whistlers. 

The second, Pig. 36, shows a lightning with no branches what¬ 

ever. It may be seen that this lightning alternately comes 

out from and disappears behind cloud formations. In some 

cases, therefore, the photographic method has its limita¬ 

tions; in this case the oscillographic method is superior. 

The two lightning discharges in Pig. 37 and 38 resemble 

each other very much. The difference in time between them is 

only one minute and both are characterized by two vertical 

discharge paths alongside each other. In comparisons made 

with the aid of oscillographic recordings there has been ob¬ 

served in a number of cases a striking agreement of varia¬ 

tion structure between lightning discharges following one on 

the other, in spite of the difference in time between them 

amounting to several minutes. This is evidence that adjacent 
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Fig. 3‘5^ Daylight photo¬ 

graph of lightning with 

typical branches and fol¬ 

lowed by pronounced 

whistlers. 

Fig. 36. Daylight photo¬ 

graph of lightning pene¬ 

trating cloud formations. 
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Fig. ^7-38. Two daylight photographs of 

lightning discharges of similar features 

from the same emission centre of a thun¬ 

dercloud taken within a time difference 

of one minute. 

regions in a thundercloud may for a considerable time gene¬ 

rate lightning discharges with strikingly similar discharge 

properties. Simultaneous recording by both oscillographic 

and photographic methods should furnish valuable informa¬ 

tion in this respect. These will be of increased value if 

they allow of stereoscopic reproduction. 

A strikingly complicated lightning is shown by Pig.39. 

It appears as if in this case there has been photographed 

a lightning discharge between different cloud parts, with 

branches to earth missing. Whether the lightning channel 

forms a closed circuit cannot be decided. The strange ap¬ 

pearance of the path may also be due to an unfavourable po¬ 

sition for the plane in which the lightning was photogra¬ 

phed. Tn this case also, a stereoscopic reproduction would 

be of the greatest value. More information concerning the 

lightning path in Fig. 39 will probably be yielded when the 

oscillogram for this lightning has been treated. 
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fig. 39. Daylight photograph 
of lightning strikingly com¬ 

plicated. 

12. Simultaneous photographs of a lightning discharge from 

two stations. 

In ten separate cases, success was achieved in photo¬ 

graphing a lightning simultaneously from two stations with 

the object of obtaining, if possible, information regarding 

the position of the lightning path in space. In Pig. 40 there 

is presented a photograph taken at the Husbyborg station with 

a distance to the lightning path of 1.7 km, and in Pig. 41 

the same lightning is photographed at the Funbo station at a 

distance of T3 km from the lightning path. If the presence 

of streamers on the two photographs is taken as basis, it 

appears hardly credible that they originate from the same 

lightning path. All the definite streamers occurring on the 

photograph from the Husbyborg station are practically invi¬ 

sible on the photograph from the Punbo station. The reason 

for the difference is a great absorption due to water drops 

in the photographing from the greater distance. In all proba¬ 

bility a photographic exposure of a lightning path like that 

exposed in Pig. 40 at a still shorter distance from the chan- 
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Fig. 40-41. Two daylight photographs 

of the same lightning taken at two 

stations. Distances to the path 1.7 

km and 15 km respectively. 

nel and under more favourable conditions as regards absorp¬ 

tion would furnish still further interesting details in 

respect of streamers. From the example presented, there can 

be realized the great difficulty that must always be pre¬ 

sent in photographing streamers of feeble brilliancy. Where 

the discussion of streamers is concerned, therefore, one 

must take into consideration the limitations involved in 

the ohotographic method. There may belong to a lightning 

channel an immense number of streamers of small brilliancy, 

which simply do not get recorded, because both optics, film 

type and extra light disturbances stand in the way of exact 

reproduction of these phenomena of feeble brilliancy. 

13. Igniting lightning discharge with simultaneous daylight 

photograph. 

Once previously in the history of the Institute /3/ 

there has been successfully analysed oscillographically a 

vertical lightning discharge out on the open plain region 
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at 4.5 km distance from the Husbyborg station. The outstand¬ 

ing feature of this lightning-was that it both ignited a 

load of hay and killed a farmer standing on the load. Oscil¬ 

lograms of this lightning are reproduced in Fig. 42. and it 

Fig. 42. Oscillogram of igniting 

and killing lightning. 

may be seen that two discharges passed in the path one af¬ 

ter the other. The first of these had a maximum current of 

22 kiloampere and a duration of nearly 1000 jisec. The com¬ 

putation of the current intensity I in this lightning dis¬ 

charge was done according to an approximation formula, in 

which are included the maximum field intensity H, the ho¬ 

rizontal distance r along the earth's surface between the 

vertical lightning and the observation point and the height 

h of the lightning path. Here r and h are expressed in kilo- 

metres, H in 10" Gauss and I in kiloamperes. The formula is 

as follows: 

T rH l^+h2 
jL —g.. ... (2). 

Strangely enough it happened that during the 1957 thun¬ 

derstorm season a lightning ignited a cowshed in the sensi¬ 

tivity range of the network of stations. It was possible 

both to photograph this lightning and to obtain oscillo¬ 

grams of it. The daylight photograph of the lightning is 

reproduced in Fig. 43 and it was taken at the Funbo station 
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Fig. 43. Daylight photograph 

of lightning which ignited a 

cowshed situated in the sen¬ 

sitivity range of the net¬ 

work of stations. 

at a distance of 3.8 kilometres. The lightning discharge be 

longs to the vertical type, and the oscillograms on a verti 

cal frame at the Husbybcrg station at a distance of 12 km 

are given in Fig. 44. The lightning discharge consists of 

13 « 1957 

OT^r *5* 

-KM 
Q«u*« * to * 

_ wM «!•! 

lr^.lt 

Fig. 44. Oscillograms of igniting 

lightning in Fig. 43 with dura¬ 

tion of main discharge of 800 pec 

and maximal current amplitude of 

50 kiloaraperes. 
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three partial diechargee one of th«a of high amplitude and 

the great duration of 800 ueeo. 

The general and needseary condition for a lightning 

discharge to have the ability to ignite, and thus consti¬ 

tute what is called a "gangster" in the diversified crowd 

of lightning discharges, is that it shall have high current 

intensity as well as long duration. This condition applied 

for the lightning discharge first mentioned, which both ig¬ 

nited and killed. The decisive question now is whether the 

lightning discharges according to Fig. 43 and Fig. 44 have 

the same properties. As regards the lightning's long dura¬ 

tion this does apply for the discharge with the highest 

amplitude in the oscillogram of Fig. 44 with a magnetic 

field force value H - 1.25 x 1Õ3 Gauss. The photograph of 

Fig. 43, on the basis of knowledge of the camera's focal 

distance enlargement and its distance from the lightning 

path, allows of an estimate of the lightning path's length 

h. This was 1.8 km. The mentioned magnetic field intensity's 

maximum value H in Gauss 105 was 1.25 and according to the 

formula the maximum current intensity is calculated to 50 

kiloamperes. 

There are very distinct similarities between this ig¬ 

niting lightning discharge and that reproduced in Fig. 42. 

The duration of both of them has the length necessary for 

igniting and both are likewise characterized by sufficient¬ 

ly high current intensity. The variation type shows in both 

cases that new charges are pumped into the channel during 

the time discharging is proceeding. Another similarity Ja 
that the lightning discharge in both cases was multiple, 

consisting of one or two weaker partial discharges. The 

presence of these has nothing to do with the igniting ac¬ 

tions, which are wholly determined by the discharges show¬ 

ing high current intensity combined with long duration. 

'Trey of investigation material, ita obtainment and 

ia tnnenx. 

seems advisable to include in this report a general 

survey of the recording and observation material that has 

been assembled during the period of the contract. It han al- 
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ready beer stated that the treatment of the investigation 

material for the last thunderstorm season, 1957, has not 

yet been completed at all. This is partly due to the exten¬ 

sive treatment which the recorded material must always 

undergo before it can be employed as basis for an analysis. 

It has, therefore, been r r.sxdered advisable, pending the 

final treatment of the ,;h ie of the vast material - this 

applies both to the 1956 and to the 1957 thunderstorm sea¬ 

sons - to submit now an account of how the materia] is be¬ 

ing progressively treated, together with n, general survey. 

The recorded material obtained at the close of each 

thunderstorm is collected immediately from the different 

field stations. The films are developed and subjected to a 

first examination to ascertain how the recordings have come 

out. There is then carried out a coordination between the 

time markings on the recordings and the reports made out 

at the field stations concerned. This first treatment pro¬ 

cedure is designed to make sure of the film material for 

future treatment, which goes on in the period of waiting 

between thunderstorms. Later detailed examination, with the 

aid of magnifying apparatus, is put in hand of the films 

which are suitable for further treatment. It is always found 

that only a certain percentage of all the recorded oscillo¬ 

grams can be utilised for analysis of the field intensity 

variations. This is because it is not possible to avoid a 

considerable number of field intensity variations being re¬ 

corded, which lie outside the borders of the measurement 

area for which the field stations are specially installed. 

These oscillograms are kept for separate examination. 

Thus the preliminary examination proceeds even during 

the thunderstorm itself. After this there follows a detailed 

examination of the oscillograms by means of the magnifying 

annaratus and notes are made of the oscillograms which,, in 

view of the different kinds of analysis, are especially 

suited for further treatment. After that, preparation of the 

oscillograms by drawing them on a suitable scale is put in 

hand. This procedure is necessary but takes up time. In this 

way the oscillograms are given a form which can constitute 

a baplS for anslyses of the mechanism of the lightning dis- 
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charges. It is against tfc* background of this comprehensive 

method of treatment that ths survey now given should be 

considered. 

The 1956 thunderstorm season was characterized by a 

very much smaller number of suitable occasions for observa¬ 

tion of lightning discharges than the season of 1957. This 

is clearly evident when making comparisons between the two 

seasons. The number of curves plotted during 1956 amounted 

to 1890. Simultaneous recordings at 5 stations comprised 41 

lightning discharges and the corresponding figures for 2 

stations were 194 lightning discharges and 772 curves. 

Single lightning discharges recorded at one station amount¬ 

ed to 240 with 832 curves belonging to them. The number of 

multiple strokes amounted to 198, distributed over 798 

curves. The number of lightning paths that were observed 

was 125 and the associated curves numbered Cv3. lightning 

paths photographed in daylight constituted 38 and they were 

accompanied by ?50 curves. 

As regards the 1957 material for observations not yet 

finally treated the following nay be stated. The number of 

lightning paths amounted to 108 and associated curves to 

about 600. Regarding the number of lightning discharges ob¬ 

served and simultaneously recorded these amounted to 750, 

with associated curves estimated at about 3000. For purpose 

of comparison it may be mentioned that the total number of 

recorded oscillograms during this thunderstorm season was 

between 25 OOO and 30 000, which illustrates the exclusion, 

stated earlier, of lightning discharges the recordings of 

which will not be treated. 
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1. Introduction 

•In *hu“der8torm researches the electromagnetic variation properties of the light- 
nmg diseharges constitute a fundamental research object. In investigation of these 
th*Te ,lave beennused m most ca8es open antennae connected over amplifiers to 
cathode-ray oscillographs. By this method there are obtained values for the varia- 
ion structure of the electric field from the lightning diseharges. On this subiect 

there exists an extensive investigation material, mainly dealing with the electric 
field variations from lightning discharges at a great distance from The lightning path 
and in exceptional cases disturbances in the vicinity region. Two recently competed 
works at the Institute for High Tension Research ([I], [2]) may IL chéd as exTmo ^ 
In these publications aperiodic amplifiers have been used ^ 

In the vicinity region of the lightning discharges the open antenna method has 
shown some drawbacks, it is sensitive to disturbances from rainfall discharges and 

30 
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from l»0“! disturhance fidds. At the Institute a method has been developed [3 41 
which enables the variations in the magnetic field caused by the lightning to be 
measured. The advantage with this magnetic method is chiefly found in the close 

—^ rgnetic ficid'8 viriation8 and ihe —* variations in the lightning discharges, in measuring the magnetic field variations 
use has been made of frame aerials with small number of turns and protected auainst 
the effects of the electric field’s variations by suitably arranged seeing by® n„T 
™ag"C metal nettmg. For measurement of the different field components the frames 
are set up in the vertical plane, horizontal magnetic field measured and in tho 
horizontal plane, vertical magnetic field measured. In the case of a vertical frame 

valueÄ rnÄfeld. °n ‘° ^ ^ l° ^ ^ 
As will be seen from the publications cited and from what follows, the variations 

of the induced magnetic field are measured over amplifiers and integrating circuit 

"r,a r u"îmg cathode-ra-v »»»¡««graph. On comparative investigations 

it wasZfnd ihal he p,T by b°ï Vertical and h«ri^ntal frame systems 
LIf n u , amp Itudes generated by the lightning discharges in the mag. 
netic fielil in the horizontal frame attained as a rule only J of the correspondim/ 
amplitude variations measured by vertical frame [5J. Increasing the 1101-1/011^1 frame 
system » electronic amplification factor beyond the sensitivitv Lit already a!taLd 

™ufrUcno1.Ldtoto0tahePrC,able drturbance8 iU respect °f tbc elect«’m« integration circuit coupled into the frame system. One way of increasing the sensitivity might 
be to increase the number of ampère turns in the horizontal frame. In view of the 

Íâined lltwLnLe ““''"“L" in the frame «'™‘ di»'an“» must be main- 
tamed between the turns, the arrangement would involve considerable cost and 
would limit he sensitivity of the frame system all the same. It therefore sLicd 

Wsystem ThMoL” “f1* “ T IOOP SyStem in I,lac<> ,lf the horizontal ame system. Th s loop system consists of a single turn of insulated Conner wire 
buried in the top layer of the earth’s ground surface. The loop may even consist of 
seveial turns by which means space is saved. In that case, care must be taken that 
each turn is kept sufficiently apart from the other turns, to avoid self oscillation 
The limit for this can easily be tried out experimentally. The method allowed of 
easily increasing the ampere turn surface without any great cost. The ampere turn 

resnlT ^ I,ro^fJpcl considerably greater measuring sensitivity The 
lesult was, as will be seen below, that the magnetic field variations could be investi 
gated at very great distances from the source 

2. Description of the loop measuring method 

a. Measuring circuit diagram 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram for the measuring circuit, with L designating the 
loop laid down m one turn of insulated copper wire. The integrating ¿r díeSit i! 
designated by / and is connected to the pre-amplifier Pa and the main amplifier Ma 

e amplification in the latter may be varied in steps by means of {l switch. The 
cathode-ray oscillograph with anode voltage circuit and the modulator M connected 

L ;ir,: o,K' r\The rxbda,"r aiii>""a '“i"-»'-““ 
for dLlf LLr timfba™“« ng ^ al1- » »' -««'a‘¡»» 
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In the camera C, the shutter of which is open during recording periods the film 
moves at a constant velocity of 2.5 mm/sec. The time markings on the oscillograms 
are produced by the light from a small lamp operated by a synchronous clock 
movement connected to the Swedish interconnected 50 cycle power system. 

b. 7 heoretical bases for the measuring method 

It is well known that the changes caused in the electromagnetic field by ligtning 
discharges are such that in the first place measuring devices with an upper cut-off 
frequency of 100 kc/sec are sufficient. The frequency spectrum is therefore such 
that we can consider it as quasi-stationary for loops of the sizes employed in the follow¬ 
ing investigations—e.g. as if the induction is constant in the loop’s area. 

We introduce the following magnitudes: 
S — area of the loop in square metres. 
ft = resistance in ohms in the integrating circuit. 
C = the capacitance in Farads in the integrating circuit. 
k = the absoute value of the ratio between the outgoing tension from the main 

amplifier and the ingoing tension to the pre-amplifier. 
Ji = the vertical component in Gauss of induction in the loop area. 
V = output tension from the main amplifier. 

It has been found by measurement that the amplifying arrangement has negligible 
distortion for the frequency range in question, this being tested among other things 
by f(H:(,inkr different curve forms from a test generator. The resistance and leakage 
capacitance may be ignored and there is therefore obtained, when the time constant 
of the integrating circuit is selected sufficiently large, the relation: 

V * S-104 Cd 
ft c J 

ft(T) 

dr 
k S • JO4 

RC 
I/?(/)-£(/„)]. (1) 
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3. Measurement stations and local interferences 

The loop method was tried out for the first time in 1954 at one of the Institute’s 
field stations at Funbo-Löfsta. At a depth of 10 cm there was laid a loop of 5500 m2 
area, consisting of a lead-sheated telephone cable with two parallel insulated copper 
wires 0.6 mm diameter inside the cable. These were linked to the measurements and 
in the vicinity of thunderstorm weather showed that the measuring method was 
quite serviceable. The magnetic field variations were obtained both for the main 
strokes of the lightning and for superimposed rapid field variations. The results 
showed good agreement with corresponding measurement results on screened frame 
aerials. 

With the object of also measuring the magnetic field variations for electrical atmos¬ 
pheric discharges at great distances, further trials were put in hand at the Institute’s 
field station at Akerby. At this station the outer field conditions were not interfered 
with, owing to a large level open plain around the station. On the open ground surface 
which consisted of homogeneous clay-mixed arable land, a loop of 1 mm2 copper 
wire with plastic insulation was laid about 10 cm deep in the ground. The single 
turn loop had an area of 20,100 m2. For checking purposes, a special screened frame 
aerial of 20 turns sufficiently far apart to avoid self oscillations in the frame was put 
up. The total area of the frame turns amounted to 2000 m2. 

As stated, the ex^riments were designed for atmospheric discharges at lengthy 
distances. This required that the measurements should be made with the greatest 
possible amplification. It was found that both the frame and the loop gave evidence 
of strong local interference, which obviously emanated from the ground surface 
lying beneath the measuring devices. Oscillographic analysis showed that the main 
interference came from the ground and from the 50 cycle alternating current power 
system. This main interference was accompanied by a superimposed 150 cycle inter¬ 
ference, which obviously increased with the load in the 50 cycle AC system. 

Interferences of equivalent type with superimposition of 150 cycles had not arisen 
even with great amplification at the earlier station at Funbo. Closer investigation 

Fig. 2. Field station Kaptensudden, Funbo. 
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Fig. 3. Recording cathode-ray oscillographs used in investigations. 

showed that the interference in the station at Akerby had a special cause. Because 
of the adjacent airfield, all electric power aerial lines supplying the farms of the 
region had been removed and all electric power distribution m the region had been 
laid in underground cables. It was this underground cable system in the ground area 
that produced both the 50 and the 150 cycle interferences. Ás the latter interferences 
varied with the load in the power system, it was not found possible to work out 
simple compensation circuits. However, it was found that for measurement of light¬ 
ning discharges during nearby thunderstorms in the areas up to 60-70 km distance 
the magnetic field components have amplitudes that are large in comparison with 
the local interferences. In these cases the interferences can therefore be ignored. 
However, it was found that for measurement at lengthy distances with great ampli¬ 
fication the station at Akerby was not suitable. 

Consequently it was necessary locate further investigations on the loop method 
at other measuring places. One trial consisted of a small single turn loop with an 
area of 314 m2, which was located at a field station at the Institute. It was found. 
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tig. 4. Map of lake Trehörningen with measuring loops. 

as expected, that a large transformer station in the vicinity produced considerable 
oO cycle interference. Nevertheless this did not prevent measurements of the magnetic 
field variations from lightning strokes at distances up to 20-30 km from the measuring 
loop. 6 

It proved necessary still further to increase the sensitivity range for the loop 
method and a region must be sought where the interference level for 50 cycle interfer 
ence was low. For this reason the further measurements on the loop method were 
arranged at a measuring station specially established for the purpose, Kaptensudden 
Junbo, see Fig. 2. The station was provided with 3 recording cathode-ray oscillo¬ 
graphs (see Fig. 3) and it was also provided with a direction finder of the cathode-ray 
oscillograph type [6]. The station was situated on the shores of a lake—Trehörningen 
j~a ?ir,CU1mstance which macle ^ possible to lay suitable loops on the lake bed at a 
depth below the surface of the water of 3-4 metres. The bed consisted of a thin layer 
of ooze on a deeper layer of blue clay, and this bed must be regarded as very homo¬ 
geneous and suited to the measurements. 

As shown on the map of Trehörningen Lake in Fig. 4, there were laid at the measur¬ 
ing station on the lake bed two loops of 150 m and 80 m radius respectively the 
areas being 70,600 m* and 20,100 m’ respectively. By laying the loopVon the lake 
bed very low interference levels were assured, enabling measurements with very 
considerable amplification to be made. 

Calculations made of the magnetic variation forms coming into the loops from 
lightning discharges and also for other and weaker electrical discharges in the atmos 
phere showed that attenuation due to the water could be entirely neglected. The 
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fact that the loop was laid on the lake bed made it possible to carry out an important 
check of the measuring method, by measuring in winter the magnetic variations from 
a loop placed on the lake’s ice surface. It was a matter of deciding in particular 
whether the loop method really did measure the components of the magnetic field 
without any disturbing action of the components arising at the same time from the 
electric field. 

The loop recording method had earlier been checked by comparisons with simul- 
etaneously recorded oscillograms from the loop and from the horizontal frame aerial 
as already tried out and extensively employed. This check showed good agreement. 
It was also a question of deciding whether a loop laid either on ordinary ground or 
on an ice surface was affected by the electric field’s component, particularly where 
measurements from interference sources at a great distance were concerned. The 
loop was laid for this purpose in a circle, either on the ground or on the ice surface, 
being then extended to form two parallel conductors. The deflection for magnetic 
field values diminished progressively as the loop extended to the two conductors 
growing more and more parallel. This was found to apply also for the perturbation 
*orms referred to as due to the 50 cycle power system. A particular advantage of the 
method using the loop system is that the measuring device can easily be concealed 
in the ground or the water, so that it is not subjected to outside damage. 

4. The field force variations measured — their relation to the distance from the 

lightning paths 

As stated earlier, the measurement with the loop represents a purely magnetic 
measuring method. The results were obtained at varying distances from the lightning 
paths. It has long been known that the magnetic field is subject to pronounced 
change in amplitude with varying distance from the discharge centre. In the vicinity 
of the lightning path the field force is dominated by the current intensity I of the 
lightning, but even at a distance of 10 kilometres the influence of the lightning 
stroke’s first derívate dljclt will be nearly equal to the influence of the current I. 
At a greater distance the influence of the dljdt term becomes dominant. As long 
ago as 1925 Lejay [7], basing on Maxwell’s fundamental equations, could calculate 
how the magnetic field force changed with the distance from the lightning path. 
The calculations are on the assumption that the lightning paths are straight, but the 
direction in relation to the earth’s surface is arbitrary. The simplest case refers to 
a vertical lightning path of height h with current intensity 1 and the first derívate 
dljdt. For an observation point on the earth’s surface at a distance d greater than A, 
and where c designates the velocity of light for the magnetic field force H in C.G.S. 
units, there is valid the equation: 

2A 1 2A dl 
d2 c d dt (2) 

By aid of the equation (2) it is possible, on the basis of the ranges of distance from 
the lightning path, to divide the magnetic field force variations into three main 
groups: (1) The vicinity region where the field force is entirely dominated by the I 
term with typical aperiod variation forms in the magnetic field force. (2) The transi¬ 
tion region, where dljdt begins to make its influence felt and the aperiodic variation 
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form begins to show a quasi-peruxlic tendency. (3) The long-distance region, where 
the variation form goes over to typically quasi-periodic. 

first ZTiloi^ryin* valza applying both to the ,ightnin«current 1 and to it« tirst derívate dl/dt, it is possible in some cases to measure extremely fluctuating 
values as regards both amplitudes and variation forms in the magnetic field. From 
this point of view the equation (2) should rather be considered as a guide for orienta¬ 
tion in the subject. In this connection it should be borne in mind that the magnetic 
ïU variations of the lightning stroke are almost invariably accompanied by rapid 

superimposed variations of a quasi-periodic character. As is known, they give rise 

ning strokeÍanCeS ^ ^ gr°UP8 °f qua8Í-Peiiodic variations which accompany light- 

5. Magnetic field force variations in the vicinity region 

As stated in another connection, simultaneous recordings have been made in the 
vicinity region on a horizontal frame and on loop. The purpose was to check whether 
there was agreement between the two methods of measurement as regards both 

“(■okl thaMn lrTl'n rV" Rg;-5 Tll0gr“m8 for two lightning strokes that to the left in Fig. 5 consisting of one stroke in the path and that to the 
right showing two consecutive strokes in the same lightning path. As may be seen 

the »Sude Ween the tWO "H\thodsj8 ««°d- Nevertheless a slight difference in 
cinoits uMsf ,S aFpSrent’ dcP®ndlIi« on the difference in sensitivity of the 

lw Arwl>TO:n.8Mted’ th?.magnetic tiel<! frora ‘i«1'"1"1« discharges can in some cases 
be characterised by rapid superimposed variations which extend over considerable 

Husbyborq 
20. 8. 1955. 

03" <.0" 47‘ 

l. KpO ¿js 

Fig- à. Oscillograms of lightning strokes with comparison between frame aerial and loop method. 
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Âkerby 
1 9. 1955. 

16'’ 26" 06* 
loop 

Y_ JOOO^S 

Fig. 6. Three consecutive strokes in same lightning path recorded with loop method showing 
superimposed variations. 

Fig. 7. Photograph of lightning path of Fig. 6 taken in full daylight with electronic device. 

portions of the discharge process. An example of this is given in Fig. «, where a 
lightning discharge consisting of three consecutive strokes in the same path shows 
greater assemblies of superimposed rapid variations in the oscillograms taken with 

at °OP 8yStem' *Wr th,‘> d,schaiF there is available a photograph taken in daylight 
wa aetuTíed1 v¡rUTtlg ^ ™ *"'*• 7- this ease the camera shutter 

as actuated via a thyratron circuit connected to an electronic relay which reacted 
for the pre-discharge associated with the lightning. ‘ 

4H!» 
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Fig. ». Origin., otóllogonn .honing rapid »nporinrpo«* variation, ,.ke„ w 
with loop system. 

195*. *55 

Tim« bas« 5000 p% 

!,‘ VVavol<‘iigth ranges ot superimposed rapid 

Loop 

variations from loop system. 
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1953 ♦ 54 ♦ 55 Horizontal Iram» 
Tim« bas« 5000 ps 

Fig. 10. Wave-length ranges of superimposed rapid variations from frame aerial system. 

In the years 1954 and 1955 a large number of oscillograms were taken in the vicinity 
region, both on the frame method and on the loop method. These have often shown 
a number of typical superimposed variations similar to what appears on the above- 
cited Fig. 6. In Fig. 8 there is given an example of an original oscillogram of rapid 
superimposed variations recorded with the loop system. 

It is of great interest to compare by means of statistical analysis the distribution 
in the wave-length ranges of superimposed rapid variations for the two measuring 
methods. The result of such an analysis may be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, which display 
an unusually good agreement in the wave-length distribution between the two 
methods. The statistic analysis shows for the two methods the greatest accumulation 
of wave-lengths in the 5-10 km interval and the 10-15 km interval respectively. In 
these ranges is to be found the wave-length of 11 km recommended at several of the 
General Assemblies of the International Union for Scientific Radio (URSI) as suitable 
for direction finders operating with tuned circuits. Thus it has been found that the 
magnetic field in lightning discharges has its maximum occurrence of quasi-periodic 
wave-lengths in the said wave-length band. These wave-lengths have their origin 
in rapid superimposed variations on the main lightning discharge curve at the source. 
It is probable that the same wave-length distribution will also hold good for pre- 
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IS" 3$" 17’ 

-osJ*»4 

15" 43* 51* 

1511 59* 36’ 

16'' 13m 58’ 

16 16*06’ 

FÍg' ll'Tr‘MÍ'ÍO" "i,h of varis,io" (»™‘ »f lightning tliwliargn» rncoflod by ]„„„ 
system. • * 

liKh",i'"! 8tr0ke8- Tl"' raate™1 yet »een co.npletdy treated in 

6. Transition region for quasi-periodic variation 

It is particularly interesting to investigate the range of distance from Imhtnin«. 

Uons^ornrdue tolthe?nfluence^ofbothC/^n^flí/l^íí1in^'Q^¡Qn^.>j*U^||^)e”0^'c var’a' 

n-t^M 

Nevertheless it is possible to make an orientating investigation for the t,-«,, 
ormation of the variation forms by systematic recording for some hours of the 

field changes for a thunderstorm. This should be restricted and , • the 
from the recording »ration, which should bo furnish" a dirt „„^0?^ 
hooping track of tho lightning paths in the thunderstorm as i, draws awav i„ tt 

4!>2 
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Âkerby 13.71955 

16h08m20s 
loop 

Fig. 12. Two multiple strokes in same lightning path. 

1955 thunderstorm season two such thunderstorms were found, which progressively 
moved away from a measuring station, while at the same time it was possible con¬ 
tinuously to record the magnetic field variations oscillographieally by a loop system. 

An example of magnetic field variations for a thunderstorm centre moving away 
during a given time from a field station is given in Fig. 11, where the field force values 
recorded follow one upon the other in respect of time. It is found that the typical 
aperiodic variation form for the top curve progressively changes to an ever more 
pronounced quasi-periodic variation form as the thunderstorm draws away. During 
the time the thunderstorm was moving away, multiple strokes were recorded in 
some cases and an example of two such strokes in the same lightning path may be 
seen in Fig. 12. Both of these display great resemblance in variation form to the 
lightning stroke which came 5 minutes later. The transformation in variation form 
for the consecutive lightning strokes in the same path has clearly proceeded equally far. 

Another example of field variations in a thunderstorm drawing away are given in 
Fig. 13. In this case the recordings were made by means of the loop laid in Lake 
Trehörningen. The magnetic field variations in this case are arranged in 5 types, 
following on each other with growing distance from the thunderstorm's centre. The 
thunderstorm was moving away in a southerly direction from the measuring station 
and for curve No. 1 the distance had already reached 25 km. It is clearly seen how 
the curve form changes with the distance, which for the lowest curves in Fig. 13 was 
estimated at 70 to 80 km. 

In this connection it should be observed that the magnetic field s amplitude change 
with distance cannot be judged by the method used in Fig. 13 with selected variation 
curves. This is owing to the great dispersion in the current intensity values for the 
lightning. From this it follows that lightning strokes at long distances may show 
almost the same amplitude maximum as those in the vicinity, due to changes in 
current intensity for the different lightning strokes. It is only possible by simultaneous 
measuring of the magnetic field at a number of stations suitably placed over an area 
that the field's variation with distance can be found. 

Another measure of the progressive transformation undergone by the magnetic 
field’s variation form as the thunderstorm draws away may be obtained by examina¬ 
tion of the curve forms recorded during the time coinciding with the recording time 
according to log. 13. During that time there were taken 110 oscillograms altogether. 
It was found that during the first 20-minute period types 1-2 predominate and in 
the following 20-minute periods the types 2-3, 3-4 and 4-5 predominate. 
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Kap'ensudden 
19. 8. 1955. 

In the two recording occasions reported here, we did not have the opportunity to 
determine the distance to the lightning path exactly. For a completely exact investiga¬ 
tion of the extremely interesting transformation problem the field variations from 
the same lightning stroke should be measured for different distances and with exact 
determination of distance and observation of the lightning path for each measuring 
place. Such an investigation would require a larger staff and more instruments than 
were available to the Institute. 
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Variation forms at long distances 

At distances greater than 100 kilometres from the lightning oaths the ill idl term 
dommates as per equation (2) the magnetic field force’s variation form. For distan™ 
of this magmtude or greater the magnetic and the electric fields should according 
to theoretical computations give the same variation form. For closer investigation of 

wiXr"!," Ï«W ^ a"5, "T 0arr,ÍKl UUt dU''i,1)! ,he late mcr’ "‘""»'i' and early \\intu of 19,),>-56 a number of measurements at the station at Kaptensudderi 
Measurement was done simultaneously by cathode-ray oscillograph of the electric 
component with open antenna and the magnetic component with the loop method 
The time circuits of the two oscillographic systems were operated with the same time 
sweep generator. It is possible with this method to judge exactly how the variaUon 
processes for the two measuring methods agree as regards time. 
,,. mvestigation was chiefly designed to find for the great distances dealt with in 
h,s connect on the agreement in variation form measured uccÔrding to the twô 

methods. In this preliminary investigation therefore it was not considered necessary 
in connection with what was referred to earlier to state the field force values the 
more so as the distances from the centres for the electric discharges were not stated 
exactly but only apply to large areas. In determining the distance of the area there 
was observed by means of direction findera, at th(, *ame tiJ mktag of ,h" 

mao«’and"hv C d,rcc‘,.on..to 'he diacharge record«!. By compariaon with synoptic 
Z r '""'"8 °f d'r<! obrrv“,ions *n 'he region of the discharges it was ^:z^z:r~,y ,he di"tanw <>f ^ ^ 
“r* the f.ituati0” of 22*8.55 there was carried out aimultaneoualy with oacillo- 

^ directi°" d«‘urbance source. 

Kaptensudden 

22 8 1955 

loop 

Fig. l'>. ('oinparison belwwii loop and 
open antomia method for long distant 
lightning HtrokeH of irregular variation 

forniK. 
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Fig. 16. Comparison between loop and 
open antenna method for long distant 
lightning discharges showing regular 

quasi-periodie variation forms. 

Fig. 17. Comparison between loon and 
open antenna method for long distant 
lightning discharges showing regular 

quasi-periodie variation forms. 

from the Swedish town of Kalmar over the southern part of the Island of Gotland 
in the Baltic and up towards the southern part of Finland. This front w as accompa¬ 
nied by thunder activity. The recordings are particularly interesting, seeing that for 
the most part they passed over a sea region. The distances from the discharges 
amounted to 30()-500 km. 

The two first recordings, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, show a fairly irregular variation 
form, but despite this the agreement in the field variations between the oscillograms 
taken with the loop system and the open antenna system was strikingly good. The 
two later recordings, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, show discharge forms of the typical quasi- 
periodie variation form which characterises common atmospherics. In this case, too, 
the agreement was very good. 

During the thunder situation on 9.9.55 deflections were observed on the direction 
finder only in north-westerly directions. In this case the meteorological reports gave 
information of thunderstorms in south-west Lappland. The distances for the dis¬ 
charges amounted to 600-700 km. 

The two first recordings, Figs. ÎS-19, are characteristic for quasi-periodie variation 
forms and the agreement betveen the loop system and the open antenna system is 
very good. In the two subsequent recordings, Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, the lightning 
strokes are characterised by much more irregular variation forms. In these cases as 
well there is agreement between the oscillograms obtained by the two measuring 
systems. 

It was discovered some years ago at the Institute that electric discharges, distin¬ 
guished from lightning discharges in their proper sense, arise during certain weather 
situations in snowclouds and especially in snow-squalls [8]. These discharge forms 
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Kapiensudden 
9 9 1955 

!9h 47m 09* 

loop 

Fig. 18. Records of lightning strokes 
of quasi-periodic variation form ob¬ 
tained at distances of 600-700 km 
showing agreement between loop and 

open antenna system. 

Kapiensudden 
9. 9. 1955 

Fig. 20. Records of lightning strokes 
of irregular variation form obtained at 
distances of 600-700 km showing 
agreement between loop and open 

antenna method. 

Kapiensudden 

Fig. 10. Records of lightning strokes 
of quasi-periodic variation form ob¬ 
tained at distances of 600-700 km 
showing agreement between loop and 

open antenna system. 

Kapiensudden 

9 9 1955 

of irregular variation form obtained at 
distances of 600-700 m showing 
agreement l>etwoen loo,» and open 

antenna method. 

are characterised as a separate form of atmospherics with very mild variation forms. 
Those were analysed on a number of occasions during the winters of 11)54 and 1955-56 
by oscillographic recording by means of the open antenna method with the direction 
of the regions where the discharges occurred determined at the same time by means 
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Kaptensudden 1.2. 1956 

11h18m26‘ 11h27m23* 

1000(xs 

Fig. 22. Copie» of onginal o«,llog,am8 of electric diechorge, eoritted by »now-squall» (rom 
distance of 300 km taken with open antenna and loop method. 

of directwri finders. The electric discharge processes which cause this special form of 
atmospherics are undoubtedly much weaker than those applying to lightning dis- 
charges. None the less it is of special interest to investigate more closely whether it is 

nmnhpr W,th thc looP 8y8tem- In the winter of 1955-56 there arose a 
emUted fromTn ï in which the 8Pecial form of atmospherics was 
emitted from snowclouds. Such a situation developed, for example, on 1 2.56 and in 
his case the source of the disturbances was localised to a distance of 300 km from 

hv\rerVing 8t“'tlon> Kaptensudden. The disturbances were recorded simultaneously 
by the open antenna and the loop, and in Fig. 22 some examples are given in the 

^ COiie! °f °ngina OSCÍll0grams- The agrément between the two methods is very evident. 

By means of the examples given it has been shown for the first time that the loop 
s> stem can very well be employed for analysis of magnetic field variations emanating 

Ícr VTTr8 °f ? ltnC d,.Scharges 1,1 the atmosphere, whether these have the charac- 
r of lightning discharge in its proper sense or of discharge forms with lower intensitv 

emanating from snow-squalls. 

8. Summary 

A new method for the measurement of rapid variations in the magnetic field 
generated by electric discharges in the atmosphere is described. The theoretical 
bases for the measurements are treated. u.eoreucai 

The new measuring method presents advantages over the oscillographic method 
using frame aerials previously employed by the Institute for High Tension Research 
mainly in being less expensive and allowing of much greater sensitivity 
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mm 

Systematic experimental comparisons with the frame aerial method have been 

made. The new measuring method permits of an analysis of the characteristic slow 
discharge variations in lightning strokes. The loop method also allows in the vicinity 

regions of the source of the disturbances the analysis of the rapid magnetic field 

variations accompanying the lightning discharges. These constitute sources of origin 

for the quasi-periodic wave-forms accompanying the lightning discharges, which 

have been analysed extensively by other authors at great distances from the disturb¬ 
ance sources. 

Systematic oscillographic investigations were made of the magnetic field’s varia¬ 

tions from the disturbance regions with lightning strokes at distances varying between 

300 and 700 kilometres. At +he same time the electric field’s variations were measured 

by the open antenna method. As might have been expected from the theoretical 
grounds, the two methods displayed good agreement. 
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1. Introduction 

For more than half a century it has been known, thanks to photographic methods 
with movable cameras [1], that lightning discharges consist as a rule of several 
strokes succeeding each other in the same path as the flash. As lightning represents 
an extremely complicated electro-magnetic discharge process in the atmosphere, 
investigations by optical means can only be employed to a limited extent for study of 
the course of the phenomenon in lightning and, in any case, not at all as regards 
the electromagnetic components. 

It was only with the employment of cathode-ray oscillographs as measuring instru¬ 
ments for the analysis of lightning discharges that research respecting the electro- 
magnetic variation forms of lightning discharges could be directed on quite another 
plane. This was done in Sweden towards the beginning of the 1920'b [2] and it was 
not long before researches with the same methods, in the following 25 years, attained 
very rapid development, especially in the United States. 

In the course of that investigation work the existence of multiple strokes in the 
lightning paths was once again discovered. On account of certain practical interests 
it was considered imperative, for the investigation of such multiple strokes, to develop 
a simple but robust measuring device: the fulchronograph [3]. The instrument 
constituted an interesting modification of the much-used method with magnetic 
links [4] for the measurement of peak values in the lightning current when earth- 
connected objects were struck In the fulchronograph, use was made of magnetic 
links placed on a highly rotating wheel. The small speed of rotation of the instrument 
M here the recording of the rapid variations in the lightning current was concerned did, 
indeed, enable the peak current values of passing multiple strokes in a lightning 
channel to be obtained, but on the other hand it was not possible to study either the 
variation form of the discharges or the interval of time between the discharges, 
which is so important from many points of view. This constitutes a definite limitation 
in the measurement method, as closer analysis of both the lightning current’s variation 
form and the interval in time between multiple strokes is of consequence in various 
respects for the application of the research results. 

For instance, in dealing with the noise level from atmospherics due to lightning 
discharges it is important to know both the variation structure and the intervals 
between the partial discharges. This is not least important when it is a question of 
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investigating the distribution of atmospherics, also called sferics, on certain regions 
of the earth’s surface. Even when it is a matter of investigation of the variation form 
of sferics, the question of multiple strokes is important. As a rule when measuring 
one can only record the sferics occurring with the strongest amplitudes, the others 
are concealed below the lower limit of the sensitivity level. 

In consideration of the above viewpoints the definite conclusion has been reached 
in the Institute for High Tension Research that it must be necessary where multiple 
strokes are concerned to develop and apply a measurement method based on analysis 
with cathode-ray oscillographs. In this connection, both the variation form of the 
current and the time sequences between multiple strokes are of essential importance. 

2. Analysis of lightning current variation forms 

In Sweden at the Institute for High Tension Research there is used since many 
years a quite special investigation method in respect of the current variation of 
lightning. We have made use of the variations produced in the magnetic field in the 
vicmity area of the lightning discharges. The measurements have been carried out with 
the aid of frame aerials set up in vertically or sometimes in other planes to the earth’s 
surface. Tension variations from the frame aerials have been recorded over amplifiers 
by means of cathode-ray oscillographs. In this way it has been possible to measure 
the variations in the magnetic field caused by currents in the lightning discharges. 
Details and results of this investigation method will be found in earlier publications 
LJj> [bj* Already in these publications it was, as will be discussed further on, possible 
to measure the variation forms of currents in multiple strokes. By the method it was 
also possible to obtain an insight into the time sequences of multiple strokes. 

At the Institute for High Tension Research the investigations of lightning dis¬ 
charges in their vicinity areas by means of the frame aerial method have been taken 
up again in a far reaching way during the thunderstorm season of 1953 and fulfilled 
during the following seasons of 1954-56. The new investigations have been concen¬ 
trated to the simultaneous variations of the magnetic field from lightning strokes as 
obtained at two or three field stations in the vicinity regions of lightning discharges. 
Measuring methods and results from the first season, mentioned above, are pub¬ 
lished [6]. 1 

The advantages of the frame aerial method for investigations of the variation fea¬ 
tures of lightning currents are quite obvious. Hence it must be considered as a matter 
of course that the method should also initiate the following application for investiga¬ 
tions of variation forms and time sequence of multiple lightning strokes. 

3. Variation forms of magnetic fields and currents in multiple strokes 

The first results in respect of measurements of the variation forms in multiple 
strokes have been treated in the work cited above [5]. The original oscillograms of 
two utmost remarkable multiple strokes from the above-mentioned publication are 
reproduced in big. 1. These oscillograms were obtained by a very speedily recording 
cold cathode-ray oscillograph [7], That the lightning discharge consisted of two 
strokes in the same path follows from Fig. 2 where the two strokes have been recorded 
by another oscillograph with a slow time variation. 

The lay out of the two strokes is given in Fig. 3 where also the corresponding calcu- 
lated current variations in the discharges are given. This calculation was possible 
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Fig. 1. Owillogram with high-speed variation of igniting and killing flash.
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Fig. 2. Oscillogram with slow-speed variation of lightning flash of Fig. I.

thanks to the known distance from the stroke to the cathode-ray oscillographic 
station. This distance was 4..'» kilometres. The lightning |>ath was strictly vertical 
against the earth's surface as observed directly by one of the authors (X.). The length 
al>ove soil of the lightning path, obtained by angular measurements by two observers, 
was 0.!1 kilometre. From the front times of the discharges and with a |K‘netrating 
velocity of the tip of the lightning of 100 metres /rst'c the length was calculatiHl to ixj 
1 kilometre.

The verticil lightning hit the ground in an oi)cn field where a farmer with a hay- 
cart. a horse and a helpmate repre.sented the highest objeet within at least .300 metres 
around. The ground was very homogeneous at the |>oint of the stroke and consisted 
of a thin layer of cultivated soil on a very deep layer of clay.

The lightning flash had a very tragic consequence. The farmer was hit by the stroke, 
his dress and the hay were set on fire. The helpmate became unconscious. The farmer’s 
watch stopped at the exact time of the stroke and Isdh the watch and its chain showed 
typical melting traces. By laboratory ex|H‘riments the same melting «‘ffects were
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Fig. 3. Current variations in igniting and killing lightning flash. 

obtained on a similar chain as the one attached to the watch when applying a current 
of the same variation structure as that of the severe lightning stroke—viz. a peak 
value of the current of 22.5 kiloampères and a duration of 1000 //sec. The behaviour 
of the horse in the front of the cart was quite peculiar. The horse which had fallen 
down on his knees at the stroke was taken out of the shafts and raised itself after 
a shout. He walked some steps and began to eat, but fell down dead after a little 
while. 

Another interesting example of the variations of multiple strokes, taken from the 
quoted work [5], is reproduced in Fig. 4. From this it will be seen that the current 
intensity variations are characterised by superimposed rapid variations and in some 
cases of rapidly growing rises in the initial current intensities. 

It should be stated that the individual curves exemplified in Figs. 1-4 for multiple 
strokes are taken from investigations at the Institute carried out so long ago as the 
thunderstorm seasons of 1940-41. They were recorded with a cold-cathode-ray 
oscillograph [7] in which a special relay device was employed. This screens off the 
slow after variations in the discharges, so that the duration for the current curves 
recorded cannot be fully reproduced. The curves dealt with below, however, were 
recorded with sealed off cathode-ray oscillographs and with these there are also 
reproduced lower amplitudes of the slow after variations in the current. 

It is worth noting that the measurements of the magnetic field in Figs. 1-4 were 
made with vertical frame aerials. The same method was employed during the 1953-55 
thunderstorm seasons for the measurements which will be dealt with in this work. 

An original oscillogram taken from the investigation material produced from the 
measurements during the 1953-56 thunderstorm seasons, is reproduced in Fig 5 
Oscillograms of this kind have enabled analysis to be made of the variation forms in 
individual multiple strokes. With such an analysis it was not possible to establish 
the sequence of time of strokes coming one after the other in the flash. It w^as not until 
the 1955 thunderstorm season that a special device tried out in experiments was 
available, which enabled investigations to be made of the time sequence of the strokes 
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kA 

■*. Oscillogram with high-speed variation of multiple strokes. 

Even in 1955 it was possible to analyse the variation form in multiple strokes 
recorded simultaneously at two stations, Husbyborg and Akerby, with a distance of 
7 km between them. Two examples of these recordings are given in Figs. 6-7. The 
distances in these figures represent the respective distances between the stations and 
the lightning paths. It was then found that the variation forms agreed surprisingly 
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500 fjs 

Fig. 5. Original oscillogram of magnetic field variation in multiple strokes. 

Won rfnZnM ÎW0 8,UtiT' an ex‘reme|y with a view to calcula- A t l inten^lties- As may be seen, the amplitudes are diuerent this beinff 
due to the distance of 7 km between the two stations and to the respective distances 
to the lightning channel being different in the two caaea. ^ 

The data obtained for the variation forms for multiple strokes from one of the three 
nlr/T em,pl°yed m the investigations are extremely comprehensive. For the most 
part there have appeared essentially different variation types. One of these which 
is very common is characterised by a typical steep front In respect of the leen 
fronts reproduced, it is worth noting that the long time axis sweeps^! 10()0 «sec and 
in exceptional cases 5000/,sec do not allow of exact reproduction of the front siones hi 
//sec. Up to now it has not been found practical within the scope of the investigation 
programme in this paper to include an accurate measurement of the front slopes. Such 
an investigation demands a special equipment and operation in respect of cathode 

in thiS ^ -uud und w^hÄS 

F> C°"pleT”f Apical examples of variation forma with steep fronts are shown by 
gs 8 9. The magnetic field is characterised, particularly in Fig. 9 by pulsing 

variations which arise after the front has passed Ld which change fn tíme tif corre 
sponding variations of the current in the lightning channel. From the curves in Figs <1 
10 it appears that one may not at all regard variation curves with a IZtWlon^ 

magnetic fidd of theThf Var,‘“1'’"" m liKh‘ni"* discharges. Similar variations in the 
magnetic field of the lightning current were discovered in the investigations some ten 
years ago and they arc seen in Fig. 4. ë 8°me len 

A type of variation where the fronts almost without exception are flat is excmnli 

the hrst mrv' ,7¾. H m.d^ra'"'ri",fc ‘h‘- »“'l™i»<‘ developed ascent in 

In connection with what was stated previously, an analysis of the variation 
forms of the magnetic field as they have appeared from the material presented must 
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Âkerby d=8 7 km 

gauss 

Husbyborg d=10km 

JOOOps 

Fig. 6. Multiple strokes with distances to source recorded simultaneously at two field stations. 

1 9 1955. 

IS’' 43"' 46’ 

vertical frame 

ds4 km 

Husbyborg d=6 km 

0___ 1000 ps 

Fig. 7. Multiple strokes with distances to source recorded simultaneously at two field stations. 

represent the variation forms of the lightning currents in multiple strokes. The 
material presented shows with all necessary clearness that most often it is very com¬ 
plicated courses which characterise the variations in the region nearest the lightning 
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Akerby 

A 7 1955 

13h 36m 21’ 
vertical frame 

Fig. 8. Multiple strokes with steep fronts. 

Husbyborg 

19. 8 1955 

15h 57^ 23* 
vertical frame 

Fig. 9. Multiple strokes with steep fronts superimposed by after-variations. 

Akerby 

19 8 1955 
IS" 3CT 56’ 

vertical frame 

Fig. 10. Multiple strokes where front of first one starts slowly. 

channel. In the variation curves of multiple strokes in the same lightning path as 
exemplified in Figs. 8-12 the recording methods have not allowed a determination 
of the time difference between the multiple strokes. In conjunction with the material 
presented respecting the lightning current it must be of the greatest interest to go 
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Husbyborg 
17 8 1954 

ieh 59m 15* 

V . . 5000 us 

Fig. 11. Multiple strokes with flat fronts, some with rapid superimposed variations. 

distance 5 3 km 

9,. 5000 ps 

*ig. 12. Multiple strokes with flat fronts, some with rapid superimposed variations. 

a step further in order to study the time difference between the multiple strokes—a 
problem of greatest interest with regard to the discharge mechanism of lightning 
strokes. Phis has been made possible by the following method recently introduced 
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4. Analytic method for time sequence of multiple strokes and total duration of 
lightning discharges 

It has been shown above that the variation form of multiple strokes can very well 
be obtained by a rapid recording arrangement with cathode-ray oscillographs. With 
later experiments it was found that recordings of this nature could be combined with 
simultaneous recordings of the multiple strokes, where a sweep time so slow as 0.2 sec. 
was employed. This slow variation time had the effect that multiple strokes appeared 
in the recordings as vertical lines, the position and amplitude of which could be 
utilised for orientation in time for the respective multiple strokes. The sweep generator 
for this purpose was of a saw-tooth linear form, enabling the time differences of the 
multiple strokes to be distinguished as regards their time sequence. The return of 
the sweep time was arranged to be so rapid that it could be ignored. See Fig. 13. 
The records were taken up on a film with a rapid linear time velocity. In this manner 
multiple strokes following one on the other could be determined in respect of their 
time sequence and on the recording films one can clearly sec the multiple strokes 
following one on the other with their different amplitudes. Thus the method provides 
very good possibility of determining the time sequence for discharges following one on 
the other. e 

Huib/borg 
20. 8. 1955. 
03h 4S"> 00« 

v«ri. 

0 0.23sec. 
•----1 

Fig. 13. Slow-speed oscillogram for recording of time intervals of multiple strokes. 

5. Variation forms of multiple strokes in time sequence 

»Seeing that it is the first time that by means of recording with cathode-ray oscillo- 
giaphs details have been brought out of the variation form in multiple strokes, it 
may be worth while exemplifying these. Not the least reason is because the lightning 
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21 16 34 34 37 ; ms 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Husbyborg 

1 9 1956 
ft" 49T 57‘ 

Vertical frame 

Lightning distance: 3 7 km 

discharges following one on the other illustrate, as already pointed out in another 
connection, in a surveyable manner the mechanism of lightning discharge and in 
particular the transformation which the variation form of the lightning discharge 
undergoes in the discharges coming one after the other. In this way it is possibl* to 
distinguish different variation types, which makes clear the basically complicated 
discharge process, which comes out when it is a matter of the genesis and continued 
development of a lightning flash. 

In Fig. 14 there is given a discharge type which is very remarkable because it differs 
in marked manner from other variation forms of multiple strokes in the extensive 
material. The six discharges in this lightning flash are all characterised by overlap¬ 
pings, which clearly appear in Nos. 3, 4 and 6 particularly. The occurrence of these 
overlappings is connected with the fact that the lightning path is strongly ionised 
up by the first discharge, and in the channel there then come in stepwise discharges 
from sub-branches coming out of the charging region from which the lightning current 
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Husbyborg 
1 9. 1955. 

15" 49” 09* 
vertical frame 

Fig. 15. MuWple .trokc» „¡,h di.U„ce 3.3 km source. Only fim, „„„ with fronl. 

64 36 ; ms 

T Husbyborg 
20 8 1955 

03" 47” 16’ 
vertical frame 

ïig. 16. Multiple strokes with decreasing fronts from first one. 

typical ce, 

isÄüTnTari; Terous "uoh ^in -h*oxi:!r„ridrw rgos 
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52 ms 
T 

Husbyborg 
20 8 1955 
03” 39m 48‘ 

vertical frame 

Fig. 17. Multiple strokes with decreasing fronts from first one 

53 ms Husbyborg 

-,- 20 8 1955 
Oa" 4 3" 57* 

vertical frame 

distance 4 3 km 

Fig. 18. Multiple strokes with decreasing fronts from first one 

* ti'Tr''*,,TO which “ considered as constituting a 
vaiKexjJanafionof the flattening of the front. In the last discharge, 5 the resistance 

yA . ,"í "nC° m0re and thi8 ,inds '‘^pression in a steeper front fõí this 
in the gh ypical decrease in front steepness beginning with the second discharge 
lwe d?eI may.als° bc.St,en in Fi«s- 16 >"d 1*. two lightning flashes for which 
, ff/ determination was lacking, but where owing to the high values of amulitude 

'ï the n^T d inuins:ty °f Fig- ,a ¡t ia k"<>™ 'or certain thatTe d“"lam“t 
variationformsin Fks ^âld loT^T“ ¡n fr°nt 8tccrne88 “Pis'ars for the l i orm8 in F igs. 18 and 19. In these two cases the first discharge is inrrrrdnd 
that th1 pCC,r®a?e 8teepness for the subsequent discharges. It must he remarked 

Tt mavhe Tf FÍg8- 16-19 art‘ orißinati"8 from the same fhunZtornf 
nnpn. f.y !,C stat?d ^at the progressive decrease in maximal amplitudes for subse- 
be reüdarges ^ - ^ Il8htmn8 Pttth ^ comparison with the first discharge should 
current^mnWf8 ^ qUlte. "atu.ral development-the lightning discharge comes to lower 
Pia«- inplitudes with subsequent strokes, because the charge available from the 

The fIet1Cthnt fhltîln\thf dÍSChar*e proc°SS is succe88ively dfminishing. 
ia rVi / i î that thf fr0nt steePnes8 in general is decreasing for subsequent discharges 

Ätt-Äirr-iÄsztaS 
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28 i 21 

-Tt 
2 3 

104 ms Husbyborg 

20 8 1956 

0311 «T 161 

Vertical fr amt 

Lightnir^ distance 5.3 km 

gauss 

Fig. 19. Múltiplo »trok,» »Ith decreasing front, of first ono accentuated in succc,Kling. 

í vident'Iv^ñr argC8_th“,8«^ÍnÍshÍng the 8tecI>ness of the fronts. But we have very 

chitlrisTby"steenTin1^ Th-"8^“,” Fig' U'.where a" multiP1<! »‘™kes Je 
litrhtnim? nath rsi H P ^8- indicates a persistent high resistance in the 

» very fnfrij iRpe^ÄrÄÄrÄ maÍnta¡ned " 

6. Statistical outline related to time sequence of multiple strokes 

The total number of multiple strokes which were analysed by the method dp«nrihnrl 

ST.Ä-S 
tWs work ThnTndT “ agrce8 10 “ large "ith the resilts ptLL t 
X"a“at,0nS are 8ma" and ar° main* dUe *° Urger num^ if 

worr^t^ÄfÄÄ r‘ "Íth in this 
also that a comparatively large number of lightning flnnh " m ^j T ^Uftrters an^ 
has been considered advisable to subject the results to statisSl ¡t 
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10- 

Time 
between multiple strokes. 

-DU , n ^ 
30 60 90 120 150 ms 

llg- 2°- Pprceilt««e «i difference of time intervals in multiple strokes. 

30 
% 

20 

10- 

Total duration 

of multiple strokes. 

100 200 
a 

lig. 21. Percentage of duration in multiple strokes. 
300 ms 

from which ‘ftToltlThil th,C time differen“ bctween multiple utrokes 

was based on 125 vertical lightning flashes in the victuv UlTn" "T^T 
m a lightning flash with two multiple strokes, the one occurrhig first hmi theV tí“! 
field intensity in S3o„ of cases, and when there occurred S multóles in 
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% 

Fig. 22. Amplitude scattering of multiple strokes. 

fîelÿintensl/1*181168 4 ? multiple stroke8>the 2nd and 3rd strokes had the highest 

The amplitude scattering of multiple strokes as obtained during the thunderstorm 

m ? 18 ?V? inLFig- 22’ resulting in a typical predominance of amplitudes 
of the field intensity for the strokes occurring earlier in the flash. This must be con- 
sidered as quite reasonable, the more so as a lightning flash must exceed itself in 
intensity with increasing strokes in the channel. 

SUMMARY 

In the analysis of atmospherics from lightning discharges the time sequence and variation forms 
of multiple strokes have earlier been neglected. This problem is important from several points of 
view. It is stressed when the noise level from lightning strokes is carried out by counting the number 
of strokes over a given land region. 

By a special sweep recording circuit the variations and the time sequence of multiple lightning 
strokes have been analysed at the Institute during the thunderstorm seasons of 1953-55. The 
results wore obtained by using movable vertical frame aerials in combination with amplifiers 
and cathode-ray oscillographs. The method allowed an analysis of the magnetic field components 
of multiple lightning strokes. 
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1. Introduction 

An entirely new type of atmospherics or spherics, which emanate from snow squalls 
and similar sources, was noticed for the first time in Sweden in 1949 [1]. Since then 
these spherics have been investigated in Japan [2]. 

The very first investigations with cathode-ray oscillographs showed that the new 
spherics had unusually regular forms of field' intensity variation compared with 
spherics from lightning discharges. Moreover, the former from the same distance 
showed lower field intensities throughout than did spherics from lightning discharges. 

As Sweden’s geographical situation is particularly favourable as regards the occur¬ 
rence of the new spherics, it has been considered advisable to carry out an orientation 
investigation, with the idea of finding the relation between the occurrence of the new 
spherics and various meteorological weather situations. The investigation also 
comprised a closer examination of the forms of variation in the new spherics, par¬ 
ticularly as compared with the spherics emanating from lightning discharges. 

2. Investigation method and equipment 

Thunderstorms rarely occur in Sweden in the winter season November-April. 
The indications recorded by the Institute’s cathode-ray direction finders during the 
winter, therefore, as localised with their small deflections to thunderstorm centres, 
far outside Sweden as a rule. It has been found that alongside these deflections there 
occur in certain periods of the winter comparatively large deviations on the direction 
finders. These spherics have been localised to centres inside the country and the meteo- 
rological conditions have been such that there was no probability that the new 
spherics had their cause in lightning discharges. 

With a view to learning more about the occurrence of this new type of spherics, 
observations were carried out in 1954-55 with a direction finder set up at the In¬ 
stitute s field station located at Husbyborg outside Uppsala. The experience gained 
was such that during the 1955-56 winter season there was put in hand as a trial an 
experimental programme, including provisional direction finding by means of two 
direction finding stations, one in Upsala and one in Kalmar. For practical reasons, 
the distance of 370 km between stations was chosen. The geographical location of 
the stations may be seen on the maps shown later. During the period of investigation, 
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Fix- I. Fiold station at Akerby.

control direction finding was carrit-d out at the In8titute\s direction finding station 
at Husbyborg. The other direction findi.igs for the Upsala-Kalmar l)ase line were 
carried out at the Royal Swedish Air Force's military air fields in the vicinity of Unn- 
^la and Kalmar respectively. The Swedish Air Force placed p<‘rsonnel at disiK*sal 
for the direction finding work.

On account of the local interference at the Institute for High Tension Research it 
w^not possible to jK-rform cathode-ray oscillograph measun>ments of the electric 
field force variation., from the new spherics. For the measurements, there was em
ployed a field station. Akerby, Fig. 1, at a distance of 7 km from the Institute. At the 
times when, in the daily control ob.servations on a direction finder mounted at the 
Institute, it was susp<*cted that the new spherics were present, simultaneous re
cordings wer*- made on the three direction finders and the cathode-ray oscillographs 
at the Akerby station. Owing partly to shortage of iH rsonnel and partly to the dis
tance l>etwtH‘n the field stations it was not po.ssible on all occasions to carry out these 
observations simultaneously by the direction finders and the cath.Kle-ray oscillo
graphs. On those occasions whiii simultaneous recording could not be done with 
cath(Mle-ray oscillographs and direction finders, it was possible on the basis of experi
ence to determine approximately the distance t(. the source of disturbance bv nitons 
of the ap|M‘arance of the deflection on the direction finder. In such cases, no difficultv 
was exiM-rieiiceil as a rule in finding the actual distnri.ance area l,v comparison with 
the weather maps.

tor a jHTioil of 14 days the Swi*dish Air Force extended its assistance with the 
recording to comprise half an hour every four hours throughout the 24 hours Un- 
fortunatcly, it hapiKiuMl that this was done in a |H>ri(Kl with particularlv stable 
weather conditions, when disturbance sources for the new spherics were entirelv lack
ing throughout Scandinavia, with the conse.pience that serviceable result.s were
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Fig. 2. Direction finder with mechanically recording 
system. 

comparatively few. Nevertheless, this series of observations was of great value as 
regards experience, with a view to arranging trials with direction finders on a larger 
scale. 

As stated, owing to interference conditions, the oscillograph recording of electric 
field variations due to atmospheric discharges had to be located at the field station 
in Akerby, which was selected both because it was comparatively close (7 km) and 
because it provided good antenna conditions. The station was equipped with the 
Institute’s specially designed cathode-ray oscillographs, with accessory amplifier 
and sweep generator. A detailed description of the instrumental equipment will be 
found in an earlier publication [3j. The aerial equipment was coupled on the well- 
known E-method and its data approximated the values stated in the first publication 
on the subject [1]. The recording times for the cathode-ray oscillograph were limited 
as a rule to I hour, as in that way a sufficient number of field variations for analyses 
was obtained for the situation in question. 

The direction finders are of the cathode-ray tube type and combined with a sense 
aerial, providing the great advantage that by means of a direction finder there is 
obtained the bearing to the disturbance source. The direction finders were designed 
at the Institute for High Tension Research [4], and Fig. 2 shows a direction finder 
with recording device and a special recording synchronous clock set up at a station. 

The direction finders were in charge of an operator who was responsible for control 
and adjustment. The recording device was attached to the direction finder and may 
be s ien in more detail on Fig. 3. It consists of a mobile ring A fixed in front of the 
oscillograph’s screen and provided with a thin wire B along its diameter. For measure¬ 
ment, the observer has to turn the ring rapidly so that the wire covers the direc¬ 
tion of flection of the disturbance on the screen. The turning movement is transmitted 
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Fig. 3. Mechanical arrangement for recording of oscillo¬ 
graphic deviations of direction finder. Fig. 4. Exemplified recorded at¬ 

mospherics at Institute’s field 
station. 

to the recording apparatus set up beside the direction finder of Fig. 2. This apparatus 

T! Fng- V°nSISts of two ™llers ^ and K, which feed forward a wide paper tape 
“5 * P™^ert T'th rcCOrdinf rum on this tape. By meam of a thin steel 

* gcar for tf movement C, D and the tension device G, the movement 
of the trolley is coupled to the movement the ring describes for settings on the 
oscillograph screen A special writing pen L moved by an electro-magnet provides 

luow^n T hT Ua 18 possible m thls manner to record the directions of deflections 
at low cost, and hig. 4 gives an example of recording made at a field station in thunder 
weather during a period of a little more than If minutes. Azimuths for the recorded 
disturbances are given by the figures 1-12. To the left in the corner of the recording 
tape the time markings may be seen. By coupling the pen, the above-stated L for 
ime markings to a rc.ay connected to the synchronous clock, it is possible to obtain 

cally the w hole country. Of course, there is nothing to prevent the connection for time 
marking being made to time controlled pendulum clocks. Similar synchronous mark¬ 
ing for photographic signals may be used for oscillographs simultaneously recording 
the variation forms of disturbances. y recording 

Simultaneous recording between two or more stations requires an absolutely reli 
able system of time synchronisation between the stations. This problem has been 

owiigtôntheefa™tthatÜÏw T* C°11!? be ad°pted without extra expense, ow ing to the fact that the Swedish State Power Board has introduced synchronisation 
of the whole Swedish distribution system of 50 cycles. Two synchronous clocks started 
simultaneously at two field stations will therefore owing to the signal arrangements 
keep on giving the same time markings. The system has previously been used with 
great advantage in the Institute’s earlier investigations using direction finders and 

tant stations”00118 * °f atmosphcrics from “ghtning zurces at two dis 
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3. Individual comparison of direction-finding results and maps 

As has been stated, special meteorological situations arc characterised by electrical 
accumulations in the atmosphere, which under certain conditions are sufficiently 
intensive to generate spherics of the new type. A question of the utmost interest has 
been therefore to localise the areas from which the discharges come. The method 
meant that with the aid of weather maps related as near as possible in respect of 
tune with the observation occasions, efforts were made to examine the weather 
conditions in the area where indications of the new spherics made themselves apparent 
i0 ™ake thls m°re clear a number of cases will be dealt with below, in which the 
discharges were localised The weather map situations have been compared with 
obseivations of spherics of the new type. 

wa8 »tartcd at 10.55 a.n>. All observations on the direction 

abnnt ¡^nTV" a casterl-v dir«=tion, corresponding distance 
^ned Ï,"’, Dfec‘10ns «»•><; at the rate of 2 to 3 per minute, and this hap. 

area in auction Tb» dlrectl0": F.'g ,5 shows the meteorological conditions over the 
area in question The map applies to 1 p.m. and shows that an occlusion front stretch- 
ing rom Aland to the south-east through Esthonia is moving slowly to the north 
and north-east South and west of the front cumulo-nimbus clouds are ported w ï 
snow squalls both from the region of the Gulf of Riga and south of it and further ,mr 
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Fig. 6. Weather map, January 10, 1956, 13h00, with a weak cold front. 

Pf?hS n°rth ,and celltral Jittltic- Fro111 the area in the Gulf of Finland in advance 
of the front and m conjunction with the snowfall there are reported cloud strata hut 
not cumulo-nimbus. These clouds appear therefore chieflyTan cast-south east 
dnection and south-east from Uppsala. No thunderstorm reports have come in from 
this area. In direct easterly direction, as the direction finder indicated, there lies an 

the discharges. " ^°^11 °n the fr°nt and ifc is Probably this which is related to 

defienctIion‘in0tLrCCOr1Íng8 at l*' Pm* ^¡«»-«nding observations showed 
deflection in the sector west to south-west with a distance for the spherics of 400 
■m kn. The deflections were at the rate off to 2 per minute. Fip. B show, the 

lt'Uwav over thems' Hr°l.a '“lí" Weak C“ld ,r0nt 'leKin', a,>0“‘ 12 «’«lock to make its waj o\ t r the Swedish south coast and west coast area. In the neighbourhood 

o thne ftaf 0ng the A°nt there are rep°rted mo8t,y c,oud 8trata during the early hours 
in cert» Í, °n'*A °£ «reate8t interest ™ whether cloud strata give rise 

tu tain cases to discharges. It is not inconceivable that the discharges in such 
cases take place between strata located one over the other or from a charged stratum 
out into the surroundings. From northernmost Denmark and from the Skageratk 
urea there are reports of clouds of cumulus type. In this case it is wo mbh tlfe udd 

Thia ... “■“» *« '-■> ‘he -0 «“.¿a 
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Fig. 7. Weather map, January 11, 1950, I0h00, with occlusion front. Hound points marking 
intersections of direction finders. 

Oti 11.1.19o6 recordings were started of the field intensity variations from spherics 
at 10.30 a.m. and recordings with direction finders were made between 11.15 a.rn. 
and 11.25 a.m. The map of Fig. 7 gives the situation at 10 a.m. The round points 
m south Sweden and east Denmark represent the points of intersection obtained in 
the 10 minute period during which recording with direction finder proceeded. The 
map shows that an occlusion front is beginning in the forenoon to come in from the 
south-west and chiefly over south-west Sweden. At 10 o’clock there are only reported 
cloud strata from these areas and adjoining waters and from Denmark.'This case 
constitutes still further evidence that cloud strata give rise to discharges. No 
thunder reports are present. In this case it is probably in the occlusion front that the 
discharges are generated. In this connection it should be noted that the synoptic map 
applies to the time about one hour before the recording with direction finders At 
the time of recording with direction finders the front has moved to the north-east. 
Recordings with cathode-ray oscillographs were made on that day and these will be 
dealt with in another connection. 

On 13.1.1950 recordings with direction finders were made between 11 15 a m and 
11.30 a.m. The weather map, Fig. S, applies to 10 a.m. On the figure, the points , f 
intersection are indicated in the same manner as for Fig. 7 and it will be seen that they 
lie very well ocated in the area with cumulo-nimbus clouds accompanied by squalls 
of rain and sleet which were reported at 10 a.m. from south and central Denmark 
No thunder was reported from the area concerned. This case shows very strikingly 
that discharges may occur in areas with snow squalls, as was stated in the first publi¬ 
cation [ 1 j. Records with the direction finders in this situation resulted in several points 
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Fig. 8. Weather map, January 13, 1956, 10h00, with cumulo-nimbus clouds accompanied with 
squalls of rain and sleet. Round points marking intersections of direction finders. 

of intersection over central Poland. The observation material from this area is very 
scanty and it has therefore been omitted. 

On 18.1.1956 at 9.55 a.m. recording was begun with cathode-ray oscillographs and 
simultaneous observations of the direction finder showed deflection in a very narrow' 
sector right to the west. The deflections corresponded to a distance of about 600- 
800 km. The spherics this time came rather closer together than usual, about 1 every 
10-20 sec. No difficulty was encountered in finding the region concerned on the syn¬ 
optic map, Fig. 9, from 10 a.m. Cumulo-nimbus clouds with heavy snow' and rain 
squalls were reported generally from south Norway, but chiefly from the regions 
west of the watershed from southernmost Norway northwards. No thunder was 
reported. Any possibility that the disturbances could come from areas in central 
Sweden are excluded, as the deflection in such case would have been considerably 
greater. 

On 1.2.1956 recordings with the cathode-ray oscillograph w ere started at 11.10 a.m. 
Simultaneous observations on the direction finder showed deflections of very varying 
amplitudes in the sector south ± 20°. Thus it was in an extensive area that the sources 
of the disturbances had to be sought. This is confirmed in striking manner by the 
map in Fig. 10, w hich is for the same day at 10 a.m. Cumulo-nimbus clouds with snow- 
squalls were found to be occurring over the whole of south-west Sweden and the south 
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Fig. 9. Weather map, January 18, 1956, 10h00, with snow squalls on west coast of Norway 

Baltic. The disturbance sources were geographically established and they extended 
over a comparatively large area. No thunder was reported. The dotted lines in Fig. 10 
indicate the sector in which deflections occurred and it may be noted how this agrees 
with the area of snow squalls and cumulo-nimbus clouds observed. 

In the individual treatments carried out above only 6 cases with accompanying 
maps and description have been examined. During the period of observation a 
comprehensive material was obtained. As regards this the necessary particulars are 
uncertain, chiefly owing to the far too scanty observation data. The far too short 
and not always suitably located base line between the stations, moreover, restricted 
the possibilities of further treatment. Of course, it would have been possible to select 
another and more suitable base system for the direction finders. As this work was 
mainly concerned with preliminary experiments, account was taken, as stated, of 
the practical points of view in the selection of base line. This meant that several 
cases occurred where the points of intersection lay on the prolongation of the base 
line between the stations or very near it, which involved uncertainty. 

With definite experiments, at least three and preferably four stations with direction 
finders should be set up in Sweden. Another limitation lies in the fact that the area 
for analysis was limited to distances up to 700-800 km. This was done with the object 
of obtaining cases which were free from the influence of thunderstorms located at 
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Fig. 10. Weather map, February I. 1956, .0-00, a„ow ,qu.„, regiere,! by dimetion finder within 
dr hed lines. 

oh gieal «d,l i a .\Way SOU>!M to eat“blish relation between meteor, 
cienívhehiíten o'“ occmrence of discharge masses in the atmosphere of suffi- 
ninu b^h«™!1!/ glVe n8e t0 electrical discharges of a type different from light- nillg dischaiges in the proper sense. ® 

It is particularly interesting that in no case during the period of observation Hid 
the meteorological observation stations report thunder or liXning in“^ 
concerned. In the cases which were closely examined the meteorological observation 
places are comparatively closely situated and a thunderstorm in these localities would 
hardly escape the notice of the observers. 8 would 

*>0m, the ^at^rial presented it is seen that in winter over Sweden there occur 
tmosphenc discharges which give rise to spherics of a new type. These are of a 

different character from the spherics which have their origin in íightning discharges 

cert ai rT^m eteorol o^ical ° ^ t ^ dÍ8Charge C°Urses arc linkpd rtain mtteorological situations. From the discussion above in connection with 

further ' V* el^ctrical dÍ8charges can occur in snow squalls. This provides 
further confirmation of what was pointed out in 1949 [1] and later in 1955 121 In 

“•rh Fth 7 the dlTlmrgeS are linked with an occlusion front and accLding 
to Fig o it is either an occlusion front or snow squalls which emit the spherics8 
According to Fig. 6 spherics arise also in cold fronts. The fact that these unde/certain 
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reties oTthe tvnc Hannd .¾ .^^ sufficiently intensive to generate electrical 
out bv one nfrt type dealt Wlth 18 m good agreement with earlier observations carried 
TjLTin /h i" aUt^0rS 4? yearS ag° [5]-In mea8Urements of the electrical potentfal 

?ap?rvLiat?on rfheair Tl*' * T ^ WÍth VGry CO,d -ath- there occurred 
fZf of Te 3 es Tbe0er la f! enu WÍth the dr°PPin£ of ice Partieles in the 
di cLrZ Zdn Jd The electro-static charges of the ice clouds and the electrical 

th^cSl pW a nn/ T 1ítle krWn UP t0 the Prcsent- Tt (>bvi0U8 that 
l har.ge8 Play a not inconsiderable role in the occurrence of spherics of the new 
type and this question will be dealt with again later P 

I he results so far produced are based on a limited material. The investigations 
should be extended in many respects and particularly by employing three suitably 

late aZorL01. dire:ti0n, finderH and Cathode-ray -illograpTs8 The chiTaZ 
the authors has been to show an interesting new object of research where future 

investigations must be arranged on a broader basis than resources have hitherto 
I rmitted. No doubt prevails that the meteorologists, by employing electronic means 

;"nh:tdr;TriCanby U8- can H',tain a valuable^mpleZttr tion at great distances of certain weather situations. 

4. Variations of electric field intensity in the new types of spherics and eompari- 
son with variation forms emitted by lightning discharges 

As stated earlier, on days when the direction finder indicated activity of the new 

Tt0' the eleCtrÍC field f0rCe by -thode-rayLmograph" 
on different dav« and in S°me 500 osci,logra™ spherics were obtained on aim rent days and in various situations. 

As early as 1949, it was stated in the previous publication [1] that the electric 
field changes which characterise the new type of spherics show very soft and regular 
orms in comparison with spherics from lightning discharges. On the latter there often 

occur superpositions of rapider courses, but these are entirely lacking with the new 
spherics an observation which is supported by another investigation [2] The results 

u“ :naril,nve8tigttti0n herc ha™ a‘Ul further cinbrmed c^ 

dJtanceTfmm^hÍHf tS by liííh.tni,W ¿»harges and variation forma with 
»stances from the disturbance source (forms varying with the distances from the 
disturbance source), numerous efforts have been made to make a eiassiZation 
There have been brought out a number of differing variation forms. It is not surpris¬ 
ing that this should be the case if one examines the highly differing variation forms 
applymg to lightning discharges in the proximity region [6], [31. 

., co”trary to Yhat has becn brought for spherics from lightning discharges 
the new spherics display very regular variation forms, even at short distance from*the 

giarns B"v™7rZ' n”8 characteristically by the two original oacillo! 
grams given m Fig. 11 which were taken with open aerial at the Institute’s field 
station Funbo 2 (Kaptensudden). From Fig. 11 it may be seen withouTtrouble thlt 

ie type of variation agrees well with those given in the earliest publication [11 In 
exceptional cases there occur small deviations from the regular form, examples of 
which will be found in Fig. 12 on original oscillograms from the Akerby station In 

charge8“ SUperp08't'0n8 arc in »" Probability cauaed by a remote lightning dL 
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taneously at two Swedish stations One of thTL. 8 WeF® ,nve8tiKated simul- 
Of Uppsala and the other one on the ^ ^ ” th° 

very typical superimpSmpid vaZtZ^^f wh!^^" characteri«fid bV 

Äo^r vTriÄtaTr^,:?did i 
spherics type, and Fig. 14 constTtntes a eXl T ^ cha™cterises the new 
variation form. * P sucb a rarely occurring regular 

factors which inflnence the changes™ the varia,T' ?* ^ ?*** *» ™r.yi„g 
that the change is systematically followed and one hash™8' ’ ‘8 0jly on condition .y u"ta ana one has its causes under control from 
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Fig- 13‘ Atmo8Pber¡CH with irregular superimposed variations recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Fig. 14. Atmospherics of regular quasi-periodic variation type recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Despite the pronounced alteration in variation forms and the extent of the super¬ 
impositions in spherics generated by lightning discharges, a large number of the 
oscillograms enable calculation of a characteristic mean variation curve to be made 
ouch a curve from the work previously mentioned [7J is shown in Fig. 15 and applies 
for distances to the lightning discharges of less than 1000 km. 

The regular variation form in the new spherics enables the construction with 
ease, and without great deviations from the individual variation forms of a mean 
variation curve of the same type as shown in Fig. 15. This is given in Fig. 16 and is 
based on 150 separate oscillograms. 

Comparison of the properties of the two mean curves shows a striking agreement 
m general variation structure. One difference is evident-the quasi-periods for the 
new spherics according to Fig. 16 are appreciably more regular than the equivalent 
quasi-periods according to Fig. 15, based on spherics emitted by lightning discharges. 
This is quite explainable, as the latter are founded on a basic material of spherics 
with pronounced individual irregularities, whereas spherics of the new type, as stated 
show good agreement in variation forms among themselves. 

In Table 1 on the basis of Fig. 16 the times for successive quasi-periodical semi¬ 
periods have been given and by doubling the semi-periods obtained the equivalent 
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Fig. 10. Weather map, February I. 1956, .0-00, a„ow ,qu.„, regiere,! by dimetion finder within 
dr hed lines. 
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It is particularly interesting that in no case during the period of observation Hid 
the meteorological observation stations report thunder or liXning in“^ 
concerned. In the cases which were closely examined the meteorological observation 
places are comparatively closely situated and a thunderstorm in these localities would 
hardly escape the notice of the observers. 8 would 
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to Fig o it is either an occlusion front or snow squalls which emit the spherics8 
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Fig- 13‘ Atmo8Pber¡CH with irregular superimposed variations recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Fig. 14. Atmospherics of regular quasi-periodic variation type recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Despite the pronounced alteration in variation forms and the extent of the super¬ 
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Fig. 10. Weather map, February I. 1956, .0-00, a„ow ,qu.„, regiere,! by dimetion finder within 
dr hed lines. 
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field changes which characterise the new type of spherics show very soft and regular 
orms in comparison with spherics from lightning discharges. On the latter there often 

occur superpositions of rapider courses, but these are entirely lacking with the new 
spherics an observation which is supported by another investigation [2] The results 

u“ :naril,nve8tigttti0n herc ha™ a‘Ul further cinbrmed c^ 

dJtanceTfmm^hÍHf tS by liííh.tni,W ¿»harges and variation forma with 
»stances from the disturbance source (forms varying with the distances from the 
disturbance source), numerous efforts have been made to make a eiassiZation 
There have been brought out a number of differing variation forms. It is not surpris¬ 
ing that this should be the case if one examines the highly differing variation forms 
applymg to lightning discharges in the proximity region [6], [31. 

., co”trary to Yhat has becn brought for spherics from lightning discharges 
the new spherics display very regular variation forms, even at short distance from*the 

giarns B"v™7rZ' n”8 characteristically by the two original oacillo! 
grams given m Fig. 11 which were taken with open aerial at the Institute’s field 
station Funbo 2 (Kaptensudden). From Fig. 11 it may be seen withouTtrouble thlt 

ie type of variation agrees well with those given in the earliest publication [11 In 
exceptional cases there occur small deviations from the regular form, examples of 
which will be found in Fig. 12 on original oscillograms from the Akerby station In 

charge8“ SUperp08't'0n8 arc in »" Probability cauaed by a remote lightning dL 
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Äo^r vTriÄtaTr^,:?did i 
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variation form. * P sucb a rarely occurring regular 
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Fig- 13‘ Atmo8Pber¡CH with irregular superimposed variations recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Fig. 14. Atmospherics of regular quasi-periodic variation type recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Despite the pronounced alteration in variation forms and the extent of the super¬ 
impositions in spherics generated by lightning discharges, a large number of the 
oscillograms enable calculation of a characteristic mean variation curve to be made 
ouch a curve from the work previously mentioned [7J is shown in Fig. 15 and applies 
for distances to the lightning discharges of less than 1000 km. 

The regular variation form in the new spherics enables the construction with 
ease, and without great deviations from the individual variation forms of a mean 
variation curve of the same type as shown in Fig. 15. This is given in Fig. 16 and is 
based on 150 separate oscillograms. 

Comparison of the properties of the two mean curves shows a striking agreement 
m general variation structure. One difference is evident-the quasi-periods for the 
new spherics according to Fig. 16 are appreciably more regular than the equivalent 
quasi-periods according to Fig. 15, based on spherics emitted by lightning discharges. 
This is quite explainable, as the latter are founded on a basic material of spherics 
with pronounced individual irregularities, whereas spherics of the new type, as stated 
show good agreement in variation forms among themselves. 

In Table 1 on the basis of Fig. 16 the times for successive quasi-periodical semi¬ 
periods have been given and by doubling the semi-periods obtained the equivalent 
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Fig. 10. Weather map, February I. 1956, .0-00, a„ow ,qu.„, regiere,! by dimetion finder within 
dr hed lines. 

oh gieal «d,l i a .\Way SOU>!M to eat“blish relation between meteor, 
cienívhehiíten o'“ occmrence of discharge masses in the atmosphere of suffi- 
ninu b^h«™!1!/ glVe n8e t0 electrical discharges of a type different from light- nillg dischaiges in the proper sense. ® 

It is particularly interesting that in no case during the period of observation Hid 
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concerned. In the cases which were closely examined the meteorological observation 
places are comparatively closely situated and a thunderstorm in these localities would 
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*>0m, the ^at^rial presented it is seen that in winter over Sweden there occur 
tmosphenc discharges which give rise to spherics of a new type. These are of a 

different character from the spherics which have their origin in íightning discharges 

cert ai rT^m eteorol o^ical ° ^ t ^ dÍ8Charge C°Urses arc linkpd rtain mtteorological situations. From the discussion above in connection with 

further ' V* el^ctrical dÍ8charges can occur in snow squalls. This provides 
further confirmation of what was pointed out in 1949 [1] and later in 1955 121 In 

“•rh Fth 7 the dlTlmrgeS are linked with an occlusion front and accLding 
to Fig o it is either an occlusion front or snow squalls which emit the spherics8 
According to Fig. 6 spherics arise also in cold fronts. The fact that these unde/certain 
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reties oTthe tvnc Hannd .¾ .^^ sufficiently intensive to generate electrical 
out bv one nfrt type dealt Wlth 18 m good agreement with earlier observations carried 
TjLTin /h i" aUt^0rS 4? yearS ag° [5]-In mea8Urements of the electrical potentfal 

?ap?rvLiat?on rfheair Tl*' * T ^ WÍth VGry CO,d -ath- there occurred 
fZf of Te 3 es Tbe0er la f! enu WÍth the dr°PPin£ of ice Partieles in the 
di cLrZ Zdn Jd The electro-static charges of the ice clouds and the electrical 

th^cSl pW a nn/ T 1ítle krWn UP t0 the Prcsent- Tt (>bvi0U8 that 
l har.ge8 Play a not inconsiderable role in the occurrence of spherics of the new 
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Fig- 13‘ Atmo8Pber¡CH with irregular superimposed variations recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Fig. 14. Atmospherics of regular quasi-periodic variation type recorded simultaneously at two 
distant stations in Sweden. 

Despite the pronounced alteration in variation forms and the extent of the super¬ 
impositions in spherics generated by lightning discharges, a large number of the 
oscillograms enable calculation of a characteristic mean variation curve to be made 
ouch a curve from the work previously mentioned [7J is shown in Fig. 15 and applies 
for distances to the lightning discharges of less than 1000 km. 

The regular variation form in the new spherics enables the construction with 
ease, and without great deviations from the individual variation forms of a mean 
variation curve of the same type as shown in Fig. 15. This is given in Fig. 16 and is 
based on 150 separate oscillograms. 

Comparison of the properties of the two mean curves shows a striking agreement 
m general variation structure. One difference is evident-the quasi-periods for the 
new spherics according to Fig. 16 are appreciably more regular than the equivalent 
quasi-periods according to Fig. 15, based on spherics emitted by lightning discharges. 
This is quite explainable, as the latter are founded on a basic material of spherics 
with pronounced individual irregularities, whereas spherics of the new type, as stated 
show good agreement in variation forms among themselves. 

In Table 1 on the basis of Fig. 16 the times for successive quasi-periodical semi¬ 
periods have been given and by doubling the semi-periods obtained the equivalent 
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Fig. 15. Mean variation curve of atmospherics from distant lightning discharges. 

Fig. 16. Moan variation curve of distant atmospherics from snow squalls. 

frequency has been obtained. The same procedure has been carried out in reference to 
Fig. 15 for Table 2. 

A comparison of the figures in the two tables for the frequency of consecutive 
quasi-periods indicates that for Table 2 the duration of the semi-period is considerably 
longer than the corresponding figure for Table 1. For the former the semi-periods are 
not so regular as for the new spherics, the explanation of which is to be found in the 
fact that the curves for Table 2 are computed from atmospherics from lightning dis¬ 
charges. It is also particularly noticeable that the total mean duration for the new 
spherics only amounts to 650 /usee, which is considerably shorter than for spherics 
from lightning discharges, these durations having the ratio 1:2. 

As regards field intensity values for the new spherics it is not possible at the present 
stage of the investigations to present any extensive statistical material. At a distance 
from the disturbance centre of about 300 km the field intensities for 150 separate 
observations with slight deviations between them amount to a mean value of 0.25 
Volt/metre, which constitutes about one fourth of the values which apply for the same 
distance for spherics generated by lightning discharges. 

As regards the important problem of long wave propagation the regular variation 
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Table 1. 

Semi-period No. 1 o 3 4 o 6 7 8 9 

Time in /is 25.2 30 46 56.8 70.6 82.6 »3.1 114.3 151 

Frequency in kc/s 19.» 13.9 10.8 8.8 7.1 6.1 5.4 4.4 3.3 

Table 2. 

Semi-period No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Time in /is 59 79 71 112 104 147 83 135 140 

Frequency in kc/s 8.5 6.3 7.1 4.5 4.8 3.4 6.0 3.7 2.1 

forms in the new spherics should be particularly adapted to an analysis. In this 
respect the spherics generated by lightning discharges must be treated with greater 
caution owing to their greater dispersion of variation next to the disturbance source. 

5. Sources of new spherics 

Up to now in investigations of the new spherics there has been no occasion to 
investigate them in the vicinity region of the disturbance source, a method which 
has been used, however, for lightning discharges [6]. The discharges which generate 
the new spherics are in all probability very weak, taking into consideration the light 
and sound effects generated by them—a weakness which is lacking as a rule with 
lightning discharges. As regards the variation forms of the new spherics at the 
disturbance sources we must await results which can only be obtained by a combined 
investigation with direction finders for localisation of the disturbance sources and 
simultaneous recording of the field intensity variations in the vicinity of the disturb¬ 
ance sources by means of cathode-ray oscillographic methods. 

No doubt exists that the new spherics are generated by discharges from charge 
accumulations in clouds with particles of snow and ice crystals suspended in them 
Without a doubt the cloud accumulation which characterise snow squalls constitute 
sources for electrical discharges which give rise to the new spherics. Moreover as stated 
earlier, it is not excluded that ice clouds with more even stratification may bear 
charge accumulations sufficiently intensive to generate discharges in them or towards 
the surrounding air regions free from clouds. 

The occurrence of electrical charge accumulations in snow and ice clouds is con¬ 
firmed by observations from aircraft. In some cases the charge accumulations from 
snow and ice particles are of such an extent that their effects are evident close to the 
earth’s surface and not least over sea surfaces. 

At some time the intensively charged precipitation particles from a snow squall 
cloud must be distributed, e.g., in a volume extending from the cloud and down to 
the earth. If, as a first approximation, we assume this volume to have the form of a 
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Fig. 17. Fishing boat 11 metres long on which intense St. Elmo’s fire occurred during heavy snow 
fall. J 

cylinder and the volume charge distribution to be homogeneous, it is easy to calculate 
by means of the potential theory the field force intensity along the axis of the charged 
cylindrical volume. This field intensity may be considerable if the cylinder is high 
enough as in a snow squall cloud, for instance. On the other hand, in ordinary thin 
snow clouds the electric field intensity will not be very great. 
it aUíThor8 Pers°nally observed such a case during a voyage to the 
United States in November 1926 on the Swedish liner Gripsholm. On a dark afternoon 
the ship was passing through a heavy snow squall, and on the masts and other pointed 
high parts of the ship he observed very pronounced St. Elmo’s fire phenomena. 
Ihis was typical evidence of the strong electrical field through which the liner was 
passing. There are many other indications of heavily charged particles in snow squalls 

Another interesting case of luminous discharges, St. Elmo's fire (corposant), 
occurred on 8.12.19o4 in the Baltic Sea in the vicinity of the town of Västervik. A 
ÍÍwTt" 0n hlS fl8h\n? boat’ 11 metres long, see Fig. 17, lying about 16069' E, 
07 39 N was engaged in taking up his nets, and at a little distance from him lay 
another l»oat doing the same. On the second boat also the following phenomenon 
occurred, but not so strongly. Around 21.45 hours the fisherman on the firstnamed 
boat observed luminous discharge from a large iron shackle in the bows, attached to 
the stem band Before the luminous discharge appeared there was heard a sizzling 
noise. The light extended for a decimetre from various iron parts and was violet 
green. The light had an inside chalk-white core the size of a pea. A Nife accumulator 
lamp of iron also emitted flames of the same length. When the fisherman tried to 
extinguish the light on the lamp with his hand, decimetre-long luminous discharges 
came from the hand. Decimetre-long glow-light also came from a nail in the mast. 
When the anchor was drawn up from the water, glow-light appeared on it as well. 
W hen asked about the meteorological conditions at the time of observation, the 
fisherman said that intensive snow-fall prevailed with big flakes. After the snow had 
been falling for a time it went over to snow in grains, and the electrical phenomenon 
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< immished more and more until it gradually ceased. It is noteworthy that on the 
same evening there had been observed in the Institute’s direction finder very strong 
spherics which were localised to the region around Västervik. 

Yet another case supports our assumption that snow squalls are sometimes ac¬ 
companied by strong field intensities even out at sea. In Pilot Charge, May 1950, the 
following was reported: “Second Officer B. V. Campbell of the American S.S. American 
Manufacturer, Captain R. 0. Patterson, Master, reports as follows: On December 
17, 1949, at 2300 G.C.T., in lat. 50°20' N., Lon. 43°28' W., en route from Belfast to 
Boston, an unusual display of St. Elmo’s fire was observed during frequent passing 
snow squalls. It would begin with the topmast trucks, gradually lighting the entire 
topmast, antennas and shrouds. At times the king posts appeared to glow. The 
barometer was 29.96 inches, rising; wind NW., force 6, rough sea; air temperature 
34° F,; sky, overcast.” 

The examples stated furnish evidence that such big charges in some cases are 
accumulated in snow squalls that they generate luminous discharges, even on such a 
low object on the even sea surface as the little fishing boat at Västervik. 

There is nothing to contradict that the new spherics are emanated from spark dis¬ 
charges within the area for electrically charged particles of snow and ice. From what 
we have observed the course of variations for the new spherics at distances so short 
as 120-150 km is very regular in their variation form, which suggests that they are 
generated by small spark and luminous discharges within the cloud parts. In this 
connection, one cannot overlook that a lightning discharge constitutes the final 
phase of a discharge process which passed through successive stages until in its final 
stage it is characterised by the disruptive lightning discharge. This final phase is 
preceded by successive pre-discharge courses and it is probable that the new spherics 
from the electro-physical standpoint are closely related to these pre-discharges. 

SUMMARY 

Atmospherics or spherics of a new type emanating from electric discharges in clouds containing 
snow and ice particles discovered at the Institute for High Tension Research some years ago have 

been investigated with regard to their sources and variation forms. The sources were located by 

two direction finders placed on a base line. The variation forms were analysed by cathode-ray 

oscillographic records. They showed quite another regularity than spherics from lightning strokes 
and were lacking superimposed rapid variations. At distances of 300 kilometres the field forces of 

the new spherics attained 25 % of the corresponding values of spherics from lightning discharges. 
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1. Introduction 

The complicated nature of a lightning stroke involves great difficulty for exneri 
mental investigation. As is known, an individual lightning discharge consists of the 

hrZhgthmam P rs: (Vhe pre-(,ischaree -hen the channel is formed 
through the ionisation with a total duration of up to tens of milliseconds (msec) 
and in some cases even longer; (2) the front, which is characterised by the current 
nish proper with durations of some few microseconds (//sec) up to some tens of//see 

cul'„nr7aZ °na CaSeS »aMy l0nger time8; (3) *hc “«‘¿-variation, when the 
S" : ™n i*'1 ampl,tude max'"lu,n <>avk ‘o »«I. with a duration often of «„me 

may varr^ppeerbly“8“ The t0tnl duratÍ°n °f “ 

at^Z ''b”.1'8!!1"'"* Paíh there OCCUrR ,nost often aftcr th® «'ret lightning 
on,"aft^r thl .r dlschaI^e °r‘he mam stroke-a numlmr of partial stroke« following 
one after the other—partial discharges or multiple strokes. Up to about 40 of these 
n the same lightning have been recorded in the U.S.A. In measurements of multiple 

20 h^Ä 8 at th° Institute for Hi^h Tension Research up to around 
, . en re®orded- The intervals between the successive discharges amount as 

rule to some tens of msec, though these intervals may vary considerably The 

ormsP 2 and H? The 7 hy thc «bove ^ated development lorms (2) and (3). The total duration of a lightning stroke may thus extend over 
considerably varying sections of time-from a few milliseconds and up to, in extreme 
cases, ful seconds. In view of these fluctuations in time variation iHs obvious th7t 

difficulty^ reCOrdmg °f a11 pha8C8 ln the course Presents appreciable experimental 

The chief instrument for investigation of the properties of the electro-macnetic 
vanations has been for 35 years the cathode-ray Oscillograph. Measurements of 
ghtnmg discharges with this instrument connected to an oi>en aerial for recording 

authors'll J™8 he 6 fldd intcn8Íty were carried out in 1921 by one of the 

It has been found that special experimental difficulties arise when employing 

lenrth !nr7c7Chod0graP u ^ ^ °f ,ightning dÍ8charge«- The restricted sweep 
length m a cathode-ray oscillograph makes it possible with one instrument only to 
analyse in detail one or at most a few of the time-varving stages inThe iZninO 
discharge. This difficulty has often been overlooked in earlier in7estigatiZ Zh 
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the result that many of the variation properties of the lightning discharges have 
been ignored. 

The stage in the discharge mechanism which presents particular recording diffi¬ 
culty is without a doubt constituted by the pre-discharge processes, both because 
of their small amplitudes and also owing to their long duration. This has been the 
reason why closer analysis of the pre-discharge mechanism has so far been neglected. 
It is in the nature of things that the pre-discharge mechanism is of the utmost in¬ 
terest chiefly from the physical standpoint. But there is also a purely practical 
demand for investigation in this field. This applies not least to the noise level, which 
is associated with the mechanism of lightning discharges and is of present interest 
for radio communication problems. The variation structures of the pre-discharges 
are also of great significance for a general analysis of atmospherics. The above- 
stated circumstances constituted very good reasons for us at the Institute for High 
Tension Research taking up the electric and magnetic variation properties of the 
pre-discharges for closer investigation in the last few years. 

One of the present authors has previously investigated the electric field variations 
in pre-discharges in the vicinity regions of the lightning discharges [2]. In those in¬ 
vestigations there were used simultaneously two cathode-ray oscillographs of dif¬ 
ferent sweep time and sensitivity. These investigations were later taken up in other 
quarters [3] and the electric field variations of the pre-discharges in the vicinity 
region were then also investigated. 

In other investigations carried out earlier by the Institute of the discharge mechan¬ 
ism of the lightning, one of the authors instead of analysis of the variations generated 
in the electric field by the lightning applied quite a different method for the analysis 
of the lightning’s discharge mechanism. This new method is characterised by the 
variations in the magnetic field generated by the lightning discharges being analysed 
[4, 5]. The method is based on the intimate relation between the variations in the 
magnetic field and corresponding variations in the current in the lightning path. 
Experience gained in experiments over a considerable period has unmistakably 
shown that the method with measurement of the magnetic field variations from 
lightning discharges furnishes quite a different and appreciably better survey of 
the discharge mechanism in the lightning path than is obtained when the electric 
field components in the lightning discharge are used for analysis. This applies not 
least when one considers the complicated mechanism in the pre-discharges. It was 
these circumstances in the first place which were the reason that in the present work 
it was decided only to make use of the variations generated by the pre-discharges 
in the magnetic field. 

Extensive investigations of magnetic field variations due to lightning discharges 
were made at the Institute during the thunderstorm seasons of 1953-56. Description 
of the investigation method and theoretical commentary are available in a previous 
work [5]. The investigations of 1953-56 have been published in part [6] and the pres¬ 
ent work gives the method, the apparatus equipment and the results. 

One object in the investigations comprised the magnetic field variations of the 
pre-discharges and their relation to lightning discharges. This aspect of the lightning 
discharge process was only given passing attention in the earlier publication. In 
view of the fact that the object constitutes a separate aspect of the discharge mechan¬ 
ism, it was considered advisable to deal with this aspect in the work now presented. 
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2. Equipment and working method 

i ThC dlfíICJUl1ty invo,ved in experimental investigation of the pre-discharges has 
heen avoided by setting the sensitivity of the cathode-ray oscillographs and ampli¬ 
fiers during the recording periods at particularly suitable sensitivity level, so that 
the main discharge appears with appropriate amplitude on the screen of the oscillo¬ 
graph. All the same, it is not always possible to obtain a detailed analysable oscillo- 
gram of the pre-discharge. This applies particularly when lightning discharges are 
formed at very small distances from the observation station. In such situations the 
consequence is that in view of the greater amplitude of the subsequent main discharge 
the oscillograms will be spoiled. In some cases the recording will moreover be com¬ 
plicated but, despite this, oscillograms of this type are particularly valuable for an 
analysis, chiefly because the pre-discharges in these cases usually appear with all 
the clearness desirable. Even in cases where the main discharge has a simple varia¬ 
tion structure the result will be that the pre-discharge can be analysed. 

Another matter is of importance in this connection. On the recording films of the 
field stations there appear in many cases oscillograms of discharges in nearby thunder¬ 
storms, where outdoor observers did not observe ar^ lightning discharges, either in 
the form of light phenomenon or subsequent sound. • such cases, however, it is not 
out of the question that the discharges were accompanied by weak light phenomena 
Seeing that the investigations at the Institute only proceeded in summertime and 
in strong daylight, the observers did not have any possibility in any case of observing 
such light phenomena. The question is whether such light phenomena associated 
with the pre-discharges would in general have such an intensity that they could be 
observed with the naked eye other than in complete darkness. On the other hand, the 
oscillograms on the said observation occasions have without exception the variation 
structure as regaids field variations that applies to pre-discharges. It was therefore 
considered fully advisable to treat them separately under the designation of pre¬ 
discharges without subsequent main or partial discharges. 

In this connection it should be stressed that a lightning stroke in the proper sense 
with its either disruptive or more slowly developed discharge constitutes the final 
phase in a progressive discharge process and from the physical point of view there is 
nothing against this process being in many cases arrested at an early stage_in 
other words, stopping at a pre-discharge stage. Such cases have been analysed by 
one of the authors [2] by means of the lightning stroke’s variation in the electric 
field in the vicinity regions. 

Survey of the oscillograms for the three years shows that there is a comprehensive 
material which is particularly suitable for analysis of the variation properties of the 
pre-discharges. This material comprises more than 500 separate oscillograms of 
pre-discharges and some 200 of these represent pre-discharges without subsequent 
main or partial discharges. The oscillograms were recorded by means of two sweep 
times, usually 1000 //sec and in exceptional cases 5000 //sec. In the analysis of the 
slower variation regions of the pre-discharges these slow sweep times were especially 
suitable. For regions in the pre-discharges with the fastest variation types there was 
o jviously required a different and specially rapid oscillographical measurement 
technique. As will be seen, it was possible despite this to analyse to a certain extent 
even the more rapid variation forms of pre-discharges. 
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3. Variation types and their features 

On examination of the material it was found that it was possible in the first nln™. 

with^mah^and DartfÎd'61»! Vanatio” Two of them occur both in discharges 
mth mam and partial discharges and in those where the latter were lacking Th» 

thè^e^wToTth^6 ÍSHcharacterised l>y very rapid field changes and it appears during 
awfiArTtlrn ^ ^ i Just preceding the main discharge. Owing to the slow 

p me, as already stated, this more rapid discharge form could ontybe analysed 
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The “ IíTf 8tndt ,rames 

tTorin th?rVM °í “T hrLh Between ns in the field intensity, characterised by low amplitude. From Fio 1 will i 
seen that the agreement with simultaneous recording between the vertical and the 
horizontal frame aerials is very good. In connection wlh Fig. 1 thl7iÄeloped 
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:r!rc0"8,imp!ct8are nnmbercd fr»'« I to 6 for the two oscillograms With this 
type of recording it is in most cases possible to determine which impôts belong to the 
vertical and the horizontal frames, owing to a common sweep generator gTvfnl the 
same variation in time for the two oscillographs. From Fig.'lit will be^een^hat 
after impact No 6 the vertical frame's field intensities return to low values On ^he 
other hand the field intensities from the horizontal frame, which has gmata- sensitiv 
ity for horizontal components, continue to show rather higher values.^s the horizon 
tal frame aerial is sensitive for the lightning path’s location in space this mav ex 

oscillogram"1^0 ar C°miX>n<‘nt which in this ^ “PPiars on the horizontal framed 

The other from of pre-discharges, type 2, is shown in Fig. 2. This form is chame 

Zee ThTÍdnT mfthe,fÍeld ÍntenSÍt>' 8eParated b.y intervals of some hundZ 
„nHl f h Th fr d lnten8lty after such a rise returns rapidly to zero and remains there 
¡"Í the next impact begins. Even in Fig. 2 it is seen that the agreement in time 

veZonZ fle d lnte?flty recordin£s of the vertical and the horizontal frames is 
y good. Comparing the two main types it is found that both are characterised hv 

withTtï '"T48’ i"0““, WOrdS l>3' the raP¡d invreases in íhe MdIn^iW 

"htW0 ‘""T8 ía‘.bet— the ^ impacts1tj^je lshows^apid^superimpoai" 
fZ^6 aperí0d!ca íy dlminishing branches whereas type 2 does^ot have these 
from the purely discharge point of view, type 1 may be explained by savlL that 

he forward rush in the channel proceeds the impacts, causing considerable field 
intensity variations at intervals of some hundreds of ^s^ Arngside theselmnacIs 

ere arises in the same channel a series of streamers from the surroundinir is ofverv 
brief duration and with small current. These cause the small rapid superimpositionsy 
We shall return to this question later. In contrast to this var!atLn fonn tvne '-> 

“hi " rZTheS at ÍntWValS °f “ BetweZnTese 

suIrimCidl^hlihTi1 mÍght “ir fr0m SCVCral simultan™l.8 dischargee 
!”'l ,,, on ,, othcr small, as type 1 occurs in 60% and type 2 in 

tb/° 1 a ‘ th;!<’sclllo*r“ms- Thl3 may be seen in Table 1, which gives a survey of 
the polarity of the vertical and horizontal frames. From Table 1 it mav be seen that 
the negative polarity predominates in both type 1 and type 2 ' 

thJ ;rocess1äSVLriantn;dfU8Se'i S° httVe be°n to ba —d '’V nt process applying to pre-discharges without subsequent main or partial dis 

Table 1. 

Type l 60% 
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vert 

rOSlt 1V 
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Neaaliv 

36 

hor. 1A 30 

lot. 19 66 

Type 2 40 % vert 17 24 

hor. 14 47 

lot 31 71 
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Akerby 
* 7 1955 
n" 32m08‘ Akerby 

4 7 1955 
14h 28m 21* 

Fig. 3. Pre-discharges of type 1 from hori- 
zontal frame. 

Fig. 4. Pre-discharges of type 2 from vertical 
frame. 

charges. They refer therefore to the situations, of which the existence has previously 
been pointed out, where the lighting discharge has been arrested in the pre-discharge 

In this connection, it is particularly interesting to go closer into the similarity 
between pre-discharges with and without main and partial discharges. Figs. 3 and 4 
show examples taken direct from oscillograms of field intensity variations from pre¬ 
discharges which were accompanied by main and partial discharges. The field in¬ 
tensity variations of the latter are not plotted on the figures. A number of examples 
of pre-discharges with subsequent main discharges are given later in another connec- 
tion. It may be seen from the oscillogram in Fig. 3 that the pre-discharge agrees 
with type 1, and in Fig. 4 with type 2. This agreement in the types of pre-discharges, 
both lacking and accompanied by main and partial discharges, is not peculiar to the 
examples given but is found to apply throughout. 

The variations of the pre-discharges have so far been grouped around the two types 
I and 2. This is based on the standpoint that all recorded oscillograms up to now of 
pre-discharges can be arranged under these types. They are evidently expressions 
of separate courses in the pre-discharge process. 

4. Statistical treatment 

The statistical distribution of the time intervals between field intensity variations 
is of special interest and the oscillograms from the pre-discharges have for that 
reason been treated on the basis of the intervals of time between the impacts 

Fig. 5 gives a general survey of the impact intervals for pre-discharges with ac¬ 
companying main and partial discharges. This survey comprises both type 1 and 
type 2 recorded on vertical frame aerial. The reason for bringing them together 
statistically is that their time differences do not display any difference in tendency 
* rom the survey it may be noted that the dispersion of the intervals is very great 
from oO to 500 /¿sec. This great dispersion is worthy of note, as measurements with 
rotary lens systems [7] show that the impact intervals from cloud to earth hold them¬ 
selves to a restricted area between 50 and 90 /¿sec. According to Fig. 5 there are 00- 
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i ig. 5. Analysis of time intervals of rapid impacts in pre-discharges of type 1 and type 2. 

70 /o with longer times than what has been obtained in some optical investigations 
in other quarters with rotary lens systems. The results obtained according to Fig. 5 
agree with what was obtained in another investigation [3] of pre-discharge intervals 
with the E-method. Thus it is evident that a definite difference is obtained according 
to whether the recording method is optical or electro-magnetic. It has been suggested 
by another author [3] that the cause of this difference is simply that with a rotary 
lens system that part of the pre-discharge process that lies inside the cloud is lost. 
There is nothing to prevent this part of the discharge process having a different 
character, which should be brought out by a further statistical treatment. The dif¬ 
ference in the results shows clearly that it is not possible with purely optical methods 
to draw too far-reaching conclusions regarding the electro-magnetic variation struc¬ 
ture of the lightning discharges. It is more a statistical treatment of same which 
must be designed to throw light on the difference in the duration of the intervals. 
I oi such a treatment one may on the basis of extensive experimental experience of 
lightning discharges in the vicinity region start out in the first place from the fact 
that the discharges comprised in the category of pre-discharges without subsequent 
main or partial discharges almost without exception belong to discharges in the 
thunder-cloud itself. Figs. 6 and 7 give the statistical distribution of the rapid field 
intensity variations for pre-discharges without accompanying main and partial dis¬ 
charges. The treatment applies to field intensities both for vertical and for horizontal 
frame aerials. In this case too the pre-discharge types 1 and 2 are combined in the 
survey. It will be seen that the agreement for the two frame aerial systems is very 
good. The intervals between the rapid field intensity variations are mainly between 
1(X) //sec and 800 //sec, or outside the area recorded with rotary lens systems. For 
further investigation as to whether the intermediate pauses for the impacts inside 
and outside the cloud are different, we have made a statistical treatment of the 
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1954 ♦ 1955 Vertical frame 

H - method 

Fig. 6. Analysis of time intervals from ver- 
tical frame of rapid impacts in pre-dis¬ 
charges lacking main and partial Jightning 

strokes. 

1954+1955 Horizontal frame 

H - method 

lig. 7. Analysis of time intervals from hori¬ 
zontal frame of rapid impacts in pre-dis¬ 
charges lacking main and partial lightning 

strokes. 

time mtemüs between the impacts for the period of Hie pre-dischanre whirh in 
p mt of time, come next before the main discharge. This period comprises the varia 

t.o„ «-ea f°r the pre-discharge which i8 «suall/rccordJd Ty ^ ^ tatemt 
tinncTlT? °f ahe I!r''dlscharK<! comprises the prc-discharg/form previously men 
tioned as type 3, with time intervals at or below >00 «see Wp hnvp i ^ 
statistical analysis to oscillograms from vertical frame aerials. The result Th given 

Ind fno ’ lShOWtthat 80“90% °f the Pauses between impacts lie betwfen 0 
and 100 //sec. These figures for the pauses show very good aVreement wiTwh 

Therat ^ 
ba«d on the third type previousiy mTtioñ"! irtheVldtcharge "" 

A very clear example of the change in the discharge process8^furnished bv thn 
cillogram in Fig. 9, which was recorded with horizontal framp nprini i ^ 

a represents the impact-like rush of the charge inside the clomT Thi« ' Í" ^ 

nartti H bV0nCealed by the elOUd' “ that canltt photoÄ“ AÃ part of the discharge process, designated by b, however shows thaf tho l i 

uWJdeerythtTlyd0ne,a,‘CT the °thar- Thi8 ^ 0f the d¿tT; ht outside the cloud and represents the third type in the ufp dLpha™ aevel^Pea 

thcicl?id h,as ■;ttaincd ■*“>• ^ 
high-sjrecd rotary systmn.^With^eferenc^toVig69, the parta^epre^ri^th^t'vDc'^ 
previously mentioned, with long intervals between the big impacts. ’ 
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Fig. 8. Analysis of timo intervals of rapid ptn-diKharges of typo 3. 

Âkerby 
4. 7. 55. 

13h 18" 181 

'• 0sCÍ1Io«rflm from horizontal frame showing pre-discharces of tvn, l 

variation of type 3 before main lightning stroke starts <ü ,apÍ<1 
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Fig. 10. Statistical survey of quasi-periods of superimposed rapid variations between intervals 
of impacts in pre-discharges. 

The sweep times for the oscillographic recording have made it possible to reproduce 
clearly the slow variation types 1 and 2 in the oscillograms. On the other hand, the 
high-speed pre-discharges of variation type 3 most often appear crowded, rendering 
a time analysis of the discharge form difficult. This time analysis must be performed 
after enlargement direct from the oscillograms. The interval of time in which this 
high-speed pre-discharge type arises has therefore been indicated in the oscillograms 
which follow as an estimate by dotted lines. 

In variation type 1 of the pre-discharges, there are found, according to the oscillo¬ 
grams, in the pauses between the impacts, a number of superimposed rapid variations. 
These have been found to appear sufficiently clearly to allow of a quasi-periodical 
frequency analysis. Thus, for example, in Fig. 9, we see during the discharge period 
a with its pre-discharge type 1, that there are distinct superimpositions between the 
impacts, which even increase in number as the impacts approach the area b for the 
rapid variation type 3. It is possible, therefore, that we have to consider two pro¬ 
cesses which partially coincide as regards time. These processes would consist both 
of the rapid variations in the field intensity in the area a in Fig. 9, and of the rapid 
field variations of the type 3 in the area 6. These changes dominate in the latter 
area, but it is possible that rapid variations from the area designated b have made 
their way even earlier in between the high-speed impacts. They make their presence 
known there by rapid superimpositions. Still further special oscillographical investiga 
tions are required to provide a definite answer regarding the relation and time 
sequence of these variation properties. 
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A statistical analysis, which is of interest from a special point of view, is shown in 
*ig. 10. This figure gives a survey of the distribution of the time intervals for the 
rapid superimpositions between the high-speed impacts in the field intensity values 
m accordance with type 1 of the pre-discharges discussed earlier. The analysis has 
been performed from the recordings with vertical frame aerial and to facilitate 
survey has been converted to quasi-periodical wave forms. It will be seen from the 

oot 0rninating accumulation8 °f existing wave forms lie in the region up to 
m’ ^ne °{ tl?e autllor8 has already shown in two earlier investigations [2, 6] 

that the accumulation of such variations lies in the quasi-periodical wave length 
rfgTTDCThÍCh haS been on mftny occasions recommended by the General Assemblies 
°f [8] for the tuning in of direction finder systems for atmospherics. The 
selection of such a tuning frequency was probably dictated by practical experience 
of observations with direction finder systems and without the support of investiga¬ 
tions as to whether the frequency range is associated with lightning discharges or 
with their pre-processes. In view of what is demonstrated in Fig. 10 it must involve 
an appreciable uncertainty to employ tuned circuits on aperiodical or quasi-periodical 
processes in the direction finding of lightning discharges, especially as the tuning 
frequency is directed to the pre-discharge process of the lightning. In the present 
publication, it has been shown in various connections that pre-discharges are not 
always accompanied by lightning discharges. In this case, direction finders with 
wide band circuits give more reliable results. 

5. Analysis of a special thunderstorm situation 

On 4.7.1955 there occurred an interesting thunderstorm situation, which on 
account of its location could be analysed from one of the Institute’s field stations, 
Akerby. In two passing thunderstorms there occurred a large number of pre-dis¬ 
charges without subsequent main and partial discharges. An example of the large 
number of pre-discharges that characterised the two thunderstorms is given in Fig. 
11 and is clearly of type 1. B 

Owing to the occurrence at the same time of visible lightning discharges it was 
possible for the observers to establish the distance between the station and the dis- 

Akcrby 
* 7. 1955 
hori2 frame 

Fir. 11. Typical p.--diachargPH of type 1 lacking main ami partial lightning atrokes. 
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Fig. 12. Peak values in relation to distance from source of magnetic field force in 
lacking main and partial lightning strokes. 
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n 

Fig. 14. Variation with timo of number of consecutive pre-discharges within two passing thunder¬ 
storms. 

charge centres of the two passing thunderstorms. These distance determinations 
also enabled corresponding determination to be made during the passage of the 
thunderstorms of the distances respecting pre-discharges without subsequent main 
and partial discharges. These discharges occurred, according to our experience and 
according to what has already been stated, chiefly inside the thunderclouds. They 
were therefore most often characterised not by vertical components but by com¬ 
ponents oblique or horizontal to the ground. The measurement sensitivity for these 
field intensity variations will then be greatest when a horizontal frame aerial is 
employed. 

With a view to investigating these conditions more closely oscillograms were taken 
therefore by means of a horizontal frame aerial during these two passing thunder¬ 
storms. The analysis was then limited to a number of pre-discharges without main 
and partial discharges. By means of these oscillograms, the maximum field intensity 
variations in relation to the discharge region inside the thunder cloud w'ere measured 
and the result is given in Fig. 12. In this case, it w'as of particular interest to compare 
the amplitudes with the maximum field intensity values in thunderstorm situations 
coming from main and partial discharges, also taken with horizontal frame aerials. 
This field intensity distribution is given in Fig. 13. In the investigation of the cases 
treated it is evident that the great dispersion between individual values for the same 
distance cannot be avoided. This dispersion is due to fluctuating intensity in the 
current force of the individual discharges. On the basis of the dispersion in Figs. 12 
and 13, it is found that the maximum field intensity for a pre-discharge without 
subsequent main and partial discharge amounts approximately to about 15% of the 
corresponding field intensity values for main and partial discharges measured at the 
same distance from the discharge centre. This relation agrees very well, as will be 
seen in what follows, with the corresponding relation for pre-discharges followed by 
main and partial discharges. 

The question whether the variation in time sequence for the number of pre-dis¬ 
charges without subsequent main and partial discharges could alto be investigated 
in the two thunderstorms. The variation of the number of pre-discharges with the 
time has been given graphically with this object in Fig. 14. The outdoor observer 
noted his first visible lightning stroke at 12.30 and in the next hour the number of 
visible lightning strokes became increasingly greater, after which it diminished 
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Fig. 15. Pre-dinchargeH of type 1 from horizontal frame followed by main lightning «troke with 
«looping front. 

g»uss 
rYf4 

Fig. 16. Pre-dwehargea of tyjK- 2 from horizontal frame followed by main lightning stroke with 
very «looping front. 

diuing the next half hour. Similar variation also occurred in the number of oscillo- 
graphed pre-discharges without subsequent main and partial discharges of the subse¬ 
quent thunderstorm. 

The fact that pre-discharges occur without subsequent main and partial dis¬ 
charges has its evident physical reason. In some cases the charge concentrations for 
the volume charges inside the thundercloud that are active in a discharge are not 
o sufficiently high intensity to maintain subsequent main and partial discharges 
The whole pheiiomenon stops at one or in some cases repeated pre-discharge processes 
On the other hand, in some cases a number of such pre-discharges may on account 
of the accompanying ionisation prepare the development of a pre-discharge which is 
followed by main and in some cases partial discharges. In cases where these are 
typically disruptive they are characterised by steep front slopes. But there mav also 
occur an intermediate form, where the pre-discharge» arc not accompanied bv a 
spark discharge in the proper sense The pre-discharges have only »officient intensity 

«'o»’ discharge, while the volumes participating in the discharge process 

'“'l Sr 8U",0!fn‘lnt*n>,tv reK“rds field <® maintain a disruptive dis- 
charge. The mam diseharge simply stops at a glow discharge. In such eases the final 
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process must be characterised by very weak front slopes. Main discharges of this 
type are not uncommon in the extensive material covering front slopes of main 
discharges, collected at the Institute’s field stations. A couple of interesting cases 
of such main discharges are given in Figs. 15 and 16, both recorded from a horizontal 
frame aerial system and characterised by fronts with small slope. In Fig. 15 the main 
discharge is preceded by pre-discharges of type 1. A feature of utmost interest is 
that in this case the subsequent main discharge starts with very rapid variations, 
probably of the same type as that shown as pre-discharge type 3 according to Fig. 9. 
In Fig. 16, on the other hand, the main discharge is preceded by a pre-discharge of 
type 2. The subsequent main discharge with extremely little front slope is almost 
entirely superimposed by rapid variations, and contrary to what is characteristic 
for Fig. 15 there occur in this case superimpositions of rapid variations with remark¬ 
ably small amplitudes. The examples show with all clearness how varying and com¬ 
plicated the lightning discharge process can be. 

There may also occur thunderstorm situations where the discharge process is 
simply arrested, and, for lack of volume charges of sufficient intensity as regards 
field force and charge to establish and maintain a disruptive discharge, then* are 
only pre-discharges. Situations of this type are referred to above. One of the authors, 
as stated earlier [2], has demonstrated the existence of such cases in conjunction 
with measurements of the variations of the electrical field in the vicinity region of 
lightning discharges. 

6. Pre-discharges in their relation regarding amplitude to subsequent main 

discharges 

In connection with Figs. 12 and 13, it has been stated that the maximum iield 
intensity for pre-discharges without subsequent main and partial discharges amounts 
approximately to 15% of the maximum amplitude of the latter. The field intensities 
obtained constitute mean cases. It may be of interest to compare this ratio with the 
ratio obtained in statistical analysis of the maximum magnetic field intensity ampli¬ 
tudes for pre-discharges and main discharges. This statistical comparison based on 
330 observations is given in Fig. 17. As may be seen, the same ratio also dominates 
here—in other words the maximum amplitude of the pre-discharges amounts of 15 % 
of that of the main discharges. It may be seen from Fig. 17 that the amplitude for 
the pre-discharges may even be higher as compared with the main discharge, which 
appears from the fact that the figures exceed the ratio 100. It may therefore be of 
particular interest to illustrate this more closely by some individual cases. In this 
connection there is one question applicable, whether the pre-discharges come through 
w’lth simultaneous recording at two stations. An example of this is given in Fig. 18. 
In this case the lightning discharge was recorded simultaneously at two field stations 
17 km distant from each other. The agreement in variation form between the two 
stations is strikingly good despite the great distance between them. The part of the 
oscillogram designated by A coincides with a pre-discharge form of type 1. 

Especially interesting is the relation between the prevailing polarity of the pre¬ 
discharges and the polarity of the subsequent main discharges. Where recording with 
a horizontal frame aerial is concerned it may happen that the prevailing polarity 
for the pre-discharge does not need to be the same as for the main discharge. This is 
related to the position of the lightning path in space. A typical example of such a 
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contrary was given in Fig. 15. Even in recording with horizontal frame aerials the 
relation regarding positions of the aerial and the lightning path often happens to 
be such that the polarities between the pre-discharge and the subsequent main 
discharge entirely agree. An example of this is given in Fig. 19, where the pre-dis¬ 
charge amplitudes are as high as the highest amplitude of the main discharge. 

In the event the recording are made with a vertical frame aerial mobile in respect 
of the lightning path the position conditions of the lightning path has no influence, as 
vertical components are recorded. This applies throughout and is exemplified by 
Fig. 20. In these three cases the subsequent main discharges are distinguished by 
characteristic steep fronts. Even in the case where the subsequent main discharge 
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19 8 55 
I?” 15^554 

vertical frame 

_._xy»»-* 

Fig. 18. Simultaneous records of pre-discharges and main lightning strokes from two field stations 
at distance of 17 kilometres. 

Husbyborq 
17 8 1954 
17h 39H6* 

9*us4s horiz 
xIO 

Fig. 19. Pre-diseharges with peak magnetic field force of same magnitude as following main 
lightning stroke with slooping front. 

has a steeply sloping front the same condition applies, as may be seen in Fig. 21. In 
this case the amplitude of the pre-discharges reaches about 75 of that of the main 
discharge. 

7. Relation between pre-discharges and noise level 

The investigation carried out has shown that the pre-discharges are extremely 
complicated in their different phases of development. There have been found three 
distinct variation forms, all of which are characterised by rapid changes in the 
magnetic field intensities measured. The fact that the pre-discharges are made up 
of such rapid field changes should not in itself be surprising. Their general variation 
structure is, to a large extent, closely related to the different forms of streamers 
which precede the formation of long electric sparks produced in some works at the 
Institute Fft-ll). The fact th^t the disch ’r^'' in thA thunder at nosphere works its 
vsfoi ward between volumes with suspended electrically charged particles or from 
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Fig. 20. Pre-discharges of type 1 followed by main lightning strokes with steep fronts. 
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Fig. 21. Pre-discharges of type 1 followed by main lightning stroke with stooping front. 

such volumes outwards from an electrically neutral region cannot from the physical 
point of view involve limitations of the rapid time variations of the pre-discharges. 

On taking the mean of a large number of pre-discharges, according to the investi¬ 
gations performed in this work, the maximum field intensity variations stand at 
about 15% of those of the main discharges. In isolated cases, as shown, the field 
intensity figures of the pre-discharges are of the same magnitude as those of the main 
discharges and in a very few cases higher than those of both the main discharges and 
the subsequent partial cischarges, see Fig. 20. These properties of the pre-discharges 
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and their previously mentioned rapid variation structure must lead to one conclu¬ 
sion: the pre-discharges and their closer analysis are of the greatest importance 
when it is a question of dealing with the radio-atmospheric noise level and iU canne* 
,. T|*e investigation performed in this work of the variation structure of the pre- 
d^charges requires to be followed by a more detailed and penetrating analysis with 
measurement methods altered and specially adapted from several points o/view—a 
task which is a^ready being prepared. Basing on the experience gained in preliminary 
tnaK there should be included in such an analysis cold cathode-ray oscillographs 

S T0“1 electr0n !>ftam relay- This entire|y eltainate8 inter, ference when ultra-rapid courses are to be recorded. 
Already during the thunderstorm seasons of 1927-29 in Uppsala one of the authors 

^.a,\0pen antenna ™cuitt° record with the mentioned open cathode-ray oscillo- 
graph the superimposed rapid variations caused by lightning discharges in their 
vicinity regions. In such records as exemplified in Fig. 22 no amplifier waf introduced 
mto the recording circuit, and the oscillograms show direct ;y without any influence 

to Wlla‘"tent,rPeri'nred “nd ^ ™PW variation^ 
in a hghtmng discharge. The oscillogram shows also what requirements are necessi- 

ofÄÄa reCOrding in ™P‘d aaperimposed variaUons 

SUMMARY 

°' P" diKJhw*'* ^ »Stantog «rok« have up to now been neglectod in 

ZZ.. a 'ÎT “ d“6 10 tlM «'"’P»“1«1 very .. -end«! variation tito, of 
lightning ditohiwge. The«, connût of three etogee: (I) the pre dieeharg™ when during time 

ZZ rtUhe nZ "li" 1-1 r'“' tatieation i. etMting in the lightning channel 
of «™tito T « ^ dwehorgw with their rapid incre««, of the front, within period, 
of totoetto«» only a few to,cro«eond.: (J) the rfter-variation. with a decrew» of the lightning 

'“T" "^motlrne® during many hundred, of mioro»cond.. The author, have developed .pecia! 

thH"tr ',nV Ttl0n, the v""ti<m ta**"'“ tae pre-dwchorgee. They dmcovere.Uhat 

bZftoto T ,VTT T- T”' te,,Ure' °f ‘ta’ P"> di“h.rge™ wen, an.ly«d both from physical and statistical points of view. * 
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